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rnTR ODUCT I 01,1 
A man oan really and legitimately enjoy- praotical1y 
aIly work of art, even the poorer one, if he direots his at-
tention to the right phase of that work. On the contrary, it 
1s quite possible to rationalize the lesD valid aspects of an 
art-work into a non-existent proportion vdth the whole, to 
call what is a faulty work of art a good one. This is a mis-
use of the peroeptive faoulties whioh in time will dull the 
sense ot values, perhaps eventually atrophy it. .Art appreci-
ation is an exalted exeroise for man; it deserves the best ot 
his attentlon. 
There is no Elect in this matter, who ean finger an 
art-work in an aloof manuer, make a wrong judgluent. and have 
no tear of the cons equeno es • Each new lna.tter for ox-I tical 
judgment is a new test of the faculties or perception. Beoause 
of this, and because of other exalted implications or art-
a.ppreciatir)n, ChAucer's l»oilUF' !.!!.<! ,C,I'iselde 1s especially 
worthy of considera.tion. The work has aroused a good deal t:)t 
controversy in various respeots. The intention oJ: its author 
1 
2 
in writing "'it, the nature 01' the work Itsel.f, the characteri-
zation of Crisoyde and that of Pandarus--these and scores of' 
finer or at least more particular p()ints al"O disputed. 'I'h.e 
thouGht may occur disturbingly that such a variety of opinion 
in same of the questions mentioned is not a good indication ot 
artistic ttn! ty. Consider Criseyde: can any work or characteri-
zation be really notable \ ... ·h.en it has said of it what Grierson 
says of her? 
The character of Criseyde so developed that two 
distln&;"1..lished critics, the late Professor fAgois snd the 
Harvard Professor Root, have taken diametrically oj)posi to 
Views of the heroine, the tormer regarding her as the 
innocent vietill1 of the desi;~s of hel' leoherous old 
uncle and ot: her pity. the invariable romantic prelimi-
nary to love, £01' hal" lover; while ,Root is convinoed 
that she 'lmd.erstands the whole businefs from the begin-
ning and is skilled hand at the grune. 
There is little doubt what the author wanted to do in the case 
ot a :Medea, a. Dico, Lady l~ebeth, Juliet, Desdemona, Hosa-
lind, or even st. Joan as portrayed by r~rnard Shaw. At least, 
there is 11 tt1e doubt as to 'It/hat the lauth.or did. We knovi 
what kind of oharaoters these are, and their state of mind 
toward the question at hand. 11'urther'!llore, we are not con-
fronted in the Tr(')ilus \vith n case of madness or feiGned mad-, 
ness, a.s in the case of Hamlet. 01"ierson saYf:i in the passaee 
just cited that this is a matter or tdevelopment t 01'" this 
1 J. C. Grierson, "Vel"se Translation, n The English 
Association Presidential Address fOl" 19!~8, Nov., 19L1.8, 4. 
.., 
character. ~le possibility ~~t it is one of eonfuslon--or 
better, of insufficient clarifioatlon--could also be oonsidered. 
Perha.ps the variablli ty in the el'! tioisnl of this 
work has 1 ts souroe in the tendency to ova!'simpllfy. A cr1 tic 
approaches a work in which various elements are eo~ningled. 
Ee is liable, once seated on his judicial benoh, to center his 
attention on one element or the other, to ,judge the whole using 
as criteria an insui'fieient Il'l.tlllboY' ot parts. It' 1 t ocsn be 
proved, of course, that the work does cmlter about one aspect 
tv the practical exclusion ot tlw others as matter tor critl-
cism, then he is Using an altogether proper ap~roach. At the 
very ,least he may malta h.is decision entirely from lnatel.>ial 
presented by other critics., but even then the tendency to over-
simplification remains. 
Of Crlseyde again--the attention to her is sif~ri­
cant, for she is the character this paper wi11 be prinoipally 
concerned wlth ...... John Lowes says that 
1 t is precisely C"naucer' s tranaro~nation of Criseyde 
from the typl<'H.l.l figure of the womru.l quickly won to the 
complex, batf'ingly subtle, lovely and hesitan.t creature 
he has made lV.h1ch sets ~he two oentral books of hls poem 
amone the masterpieoes. 
A woman who plays trlo1ts \'It'ith herself in her ovtn mind makes a 
t .. 4 
1'78. 
.., 
most fa.soinating study in oharacter. BUt as it strucl{ Pro-
fessor Root that Criseyde is less oontused than deliber-ate. 
so it has struol:: many critics--as will be soon in the body of 
this paper •• i£ not to doubt. at least to differ as to just wha.t 
Criseyde meant. what ~aauoer me~mt. and espeoially, VAla.t the 
combination or the tViO mean a.s they stand before the rea.der in 
the narrative. 
It is the aim here to detornd.ne what Chaucer did mean, 
and to find out it/hat kind or work of art he ha.S produoed in the 
1TOllus ill '.rids paper \V"lll, of oourse. be no determining faotor 
-
in the overall oritioism of that poem; but it is hoped that it 
may at least a.dvanoe plausible Gxplm'lations, and so perhaps be 
of s~~e little help to som~one in future oonsiderations of the 
matter.-
To achieve the end that has been decided upon; in any 
ordered manner', it Vlill be necessary in the first ch.apter to 
state the prinoiples upon wlrl.ch the 0.1"1 tical jud[~ents will be 
founded. These pI·inc.iples Vlill be essentially the Thomistls 
principles of' aesthetics. Treatment ot:' them 'will be rather 
full, at least oo:nsidEn~lng the length of the peper-.. in order 
to show the exact metaphysical process by which the principles 
ot morality ...... to be applied in la.ter chapters--are attained and 
related to the Thomistic aesthetio. The notion of the moral 
act is widely different in different philosophic systems, and 
W> 
even am'::;ng Thomists the relations of art and moral! ty are still 
not absolutelJ set in order. It is hoped that there 1s sut"fi-
cient matter presented in CJclapter II to make clear this author's 
reasons for adopting the opinio:nJ:\ of the authors used as 
authority, spec1.f'.1cally Jacques !"vl ta1n and Maurice De\/ul.f' .. 
The third chapter contains a delineation of the 
various proble!JlB that have arisen with oI'1 tical reference t,o 
this work, with an attempt to probe to the tundrumental question 
that seems to be at issue in Inost eases. The aim of the paper 
still remains to detel"tnine what kind of work of a.rt Chaucer 
has produoed here. After the naming of the principle subject 
matter for erltio1sm--lt w11l be the charaoter of Criseyda.-
a chapter is devoted to analysis 01" that subjeot matter in 
order to provide material for oriticism and application of the 
principles outlined and ~0veloped in illlapter II. Chapter V 
applies the princ1ples to the m.atter so provided, so that what 
this author considers an QX'tistic flaw appeare. 
811106 this fla:w. however, 1s not equally apparent 
in all parts of.' the work, a further discussion of the various 
aspects of Chauoer •• art ,v1th reference to Criseydets oharacter 
is called for. This disoussion is given in Chapter VI. lrhe 
final chapt(;U" gives a s'lL"Tm'lary of: the partial conclusions reached .. 
and an estimate of the worth of tl~ poem. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORY OF ART TO BE AP?LIED 
IN THIS PAPER 
tf Art in general, If says Ja.cques J:1ari tun, "tends to 
malce a work. But certaIn az-ts tend to make a. work of beauty 
and thereby differ essentially fi'om all the rest. ttl The ~enoh 
call the fine arts ff~o0a:ux-arts·f beclJ,use 1 t is these which al"'e , . . 
ooncerned with making a work of beauty. How does this work ot 
beautY' come to ba) what is ita essence? Pttir. Marita1n says 
that 
to create a work of beauty is to' oreate a work resplen-
dent with the glitter of the brilliance. the ll'lY'stery 
ot Ii form,. in the metaphysical sense of the word. a 
radianoe ot Intelllg1bll1 ty and truth, an irradiation 
of the primal etru:,:;ence. And the artist no doubt 
perceives this form in the world of creation, whether 
interior or extel'iorJ he does not discover 1 t complete 
in the sole contemplation at his ereat2ve mind, for he is not, like God, the cause ot things. 
1 Jaoques Marl tain. n.Al-ts and Beauty, U i\.:rt and Saha-
la~t1elsf4~ translated from the French by J. F. Scaii!'iih;-n'ew ' 18rK, 19~~. 33. 
2 ;tb1!lt tf An Essay on Art, t4 124,. 
6 
r 
7 
.., 
What is this form "in the metaphysica.l sensa" which 1s to be 
found 1n every work of art? 
st. Thomas constantly affirms thut the beautiful and 
the good. metaphysically. are the same thing in reality 
and differ only o onoeptually ., • •• \"Jh.erever there 1s 
something existing there are being, form snd proportion; 
and wherever there art being, form and proportion, 
there is some beauty.) 
Every being has some special form, depending exactly 
u:pon what kind of being it ls. This torm. is a definite con-
stituent ot the being, and in itself (accidental eirct.l.mStaooea 
may hinder its perfect operation) is adequately adapted to fit 
the partioular being into its OVln speoial place in the order 
of creation. ~01.1l this basio t·substantlal formu Or "nature ft 
COnte all the activities which the being exercises ill its 
oourse of progress tov/a.rd the end for which it is ordained. 
'rho human mind. grasping this perfect prop~)rtion of the thing 
with respect to its end, and in addition the proportion of all 
the accidental parts to the substantial whole, is struck b7. 
the order; and if the proper physical environment is pro~ldGd, 
an aesthetio emotion will result. 
The artist, the malcGl', ma.y a.ct from different motives l 
to !nake something usetul, to make something vdth no use other 
than that or arousing this intelleotual pel'Jception and subse-
quent emoti9nal reaction, or to make something useful that will 
8 
.., 
in a special way achieve this other end also. f'fuatever he 
does, he must putlnto the object of his art the torm ot the 
thing he is intending to i2111 tats, whatever in the world of 
creation tl1at may be. \v.hatever l~s intention, it he puts into 
tIle ll1..atter at hand the toP.tu that God put into its original, he 
vrlll be giving occasion tor the observer who appreciates the 
ordered place ot the original in the scheme of creation, to 
rem.a.,,"k upon the beauty of the art-work. 
But because there is a divergence ot operation and 
aocidental fO~ ln, for example, a human being, and because to 
the perception of any viewer, reader, or hearer is definitely 
limited, an artistic presentation of that human being which 1s 
prim.u"ily meant to awaken suoh an aesthetic: reaction oannot 
simply reproduce the \vhole human being as it comes from the 
hand ot God. It is true that the substantial form and the 
s'l.1l:l11.nation ot all the accidental forms that 1nh$re in 1 t--all 
the qualities and modifications of the human body, internal 
and external, all the aotions of the human being, physical, 
intelleotual, volitional--all these taken together are in 
themselVes possessed ot more proportion and beauty than any 
T , b 
h· It is assumed in this discusaion that there 1s 
always present a "secondary substanoe" or SUbstantial form in 
which the secondary. acoidenta.l forms inhere. The "whole" 
mentioned here is not merely the sum ot aocidental parts. 
9 
.., 
ons of them.. or any combination less than the whole. To God, 
who is infinitely perceiving, the most beautiful work of art 
is the work of I!1s hands. But for hu,"lUUls, the most beautiful 
-
thing objectively 1s not the most beautiful thing subjectively, 
this form both quantitative and (often, at least) qualitatIve 
points of view. There is not wbat ~~urice De vruar calls He. 
perfeot accord between the work of art 8.1'ld the one who per-
ceives it. uS Jlan can attend to just one thing at one time, and 
oan properly appreoiate just one form at one time. 
One a.coidental torm, then, the artist strives to make 
strildngll" e:pparent in his work. He may attempt to portl'ay 
some notable qus.11ty of the hUl'l.UU). body- in its eompleteness, or 
ot one of the parts ot th.a body ..... the hands, the haad,the 
shoulders and head. He may present som.ething not human at all, 
a piece ot: fruit .. a fig, a grape" a bunch at grapes •. :)1" the 
colleotive form of' a basket of fruit, receiving its proportion 
and beauty partially .t'rom the union of the parts-as every 
form of a ooncrete w}:.1:Ol6 must--but more especially t"rom 1 ts 
perfeot adaptation to the place of suoh a colleotion in ora-
ation. the product of bountiful, oolorful, orderly yet multi-
* PI IN 
5 Maurice De Wult" Art et Beaute, 2e ad., Louvain .. 
1943, 125_. tf ••• un aocord ~arte.lt entre ltoeuvre at celm. 
g,u:1 a ten wre~l;). n-Transiat ona from mrs wor-it gIven liere" 
are '5'y the autor of this paper, sinoe no published translation 
1s availa.ble. 
10 
form na.tm-e, packaged in .fittingly oontoured paokets and pre. 
sented ready for enjoyment to the expel-lenced, delIghted 
taste of man. It ,(:.lay be, t'1na1ly, some aotion ot man, perhaps 
an :tntelleetual notlon ... "",a torm with its own supreme propoptlon 
and high end, the supreme beauty ot mants everyday visible 
universe. This high metaphysioal beauty that the art ot man 
ia oapable ot embodying and showing :forth trom matter finds its 
most exquisite expression in the art-work that is poetry. 
Poetry is, as was said more than two thousand years 
ago, imitation. •• • Poetry holds the outer world 
in common with the other arts J the heart at man is the 
province of poetry and of poetry alone. • •• Thus 
the objeots of the imitation of poetry are the whole 
external a:nd the whole lntemal univel"se, the faoe of 
nature, the neeessl tudes ot i'ortune, man as he is in 
himself I :man as he appears in society. all thinBs Which 
really exist, all things of whioh we can torm a.."'l image 
in our minds by oomll.lining together parts ot things 
which really ex1st.b 
The-re is a metaphysical roason why the ancients 
eonnldered only the notions of men, only a few of these aotions, 
as fitting subjeots for the poetic art. The substantial torm 
or nature is the source and prinoiple of those actions by 
riP •• 
6 Tbom.as Babington Maoaulay, "The Doctrine or 'Cor .... 
reotness, t If en t1c,al E£sazs ot the ~li Nineteenth, c,.!np" 
with 1nt-roduo?flon and notes by ftaymon. l!t1en, iiew !or • 
1921, )$4. Note that even our representations of Divine aotion 
oan only be expressed in art as !it OIne aotion ot a ma.terial sub-
stance. Hanta ideaa ot God are expressed by analogy with 
nature) the ideas of: His hiGhest operations by analogy with 
man's highest apparent operations-... ll of whioh are known 
by sensible manitestations. 
11 
which eveJ:Y being attal1lB to 1 te o'Wn end in creation. These 
actions are themselves torms--aeoldental ones--and 80 have 
beauty of their own insofar as they are what they 9.1"'0 supposed 
to be. They are that insofar as they are suited to the at-
taining of some end. 
This applies to the actions of every created ~ 
man, brute, or tho most insignificant atom of oreation. 
The nature of each thing is as though an inclin. 
ation put into it by the first mOVer. d1reetin(~ it to 
its proper end. • •• Natural objects aot fo~ an end. 
although they may not know the end, because they fol-
low an inclination to end given by the .first Intel. 
1igenee.7 
Pol" st. Thomas, this end was, ultimately, tor all ereatures, 
God, the First Intelligence itself. 
t., 1 t 
r.T]ha entire unIVerse, with all its parts, is o.rdnine.d 
towa.rds God as 1 te end, inasmuch as 1 t 1m! ta tes I: as 1 t 
were, and shows forth the Divine Goodness, to the Glory 
o£ God. Reasonable crea.tu:ree, ho\vever. haVG in some 
special and higher maru~r God as their end, since they 
can attain to R1.m by their om operations. by Imowlng 
and loving 111m. Thus it is plain that the nevine 
GoodneSi 1s the end of all corporeal things. 
12 
.., 
In commenting on Aristotle's l-!et,aphzs1c!SJ W. D. Ross 
notes that for the ~at philosopher Utb.e whole b.:i.ntory of' the 
sensible world 1s caused by the desi1'6 to appr()x.il'!.k.'1.te the 
divine 11t6. u9 These words, "divine life," mean a tnlG o£ life 
tha t 1s only analogous to man' S natural 1i1'e, yet can in some 
way be undsl"'st:)od by l'1lan. The life of the human being cul .... 
minates 1n intellectual and volitional activities, ~ld in 
these, especially 'll'/hen they are performed in the order of 
grace. he most closely approximates the Divine JJ..fe. Following 
in the footsteps of A:l"istotle as far Q.S that th.lnlter went,. then 
oarrying his prine! ples tarther than the Stagiri te had ol.')por .... 
tun1 ty to do,. st. 1J.1h.omas brl11gs his reader to the subl1100 and 
inevitable conclusion that ('.tOd is "Pure Act." He is r..evert 
the real1ty~-He is never in a rever ot activity. It can be 
StH~n from this Whence beauty deriv&B. For God 1s absolutely 
beautiful as the source of all beauty, and it He :1s pure act. 
it tollows that the beauty comes tr0M the nature of the activi ... 
ty that He is. ~Tow the idea Utorm" is one aspect of the idea 
!tact. tf The form whlch h"lakes a hu.."ttan body appear as it does, 
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'" extended, is easily conceivable as 'rounding out' the Given 
matter. as it were. Any operation such as intellection or 
loving ia conceived as active. And actually, every form in 
some way imitates the Divine ActivIty, imitating which. it 
imitates the Divino Beauty. That 1s its and as created being. 
to imitate God. When it does that perfectly, then it is most 
beautiful. And .... referring again to the anoients and their 
selection at subjects for artisticlm1tation--those aotivities 
which are more imitative at God than others are more beauti1'ul 
than those others. Aristotle. speaking of happiness, said 
that 
the activity at God, which is transcendent in blessed-
ness, is the activity of oontemplation; and therefore 
a~~ng human actl.1ties that Which is most akin to the 
divine activity ot contemplation will be the greatest 
source at happiness. • •• !he whole lIte ot the gods 
113 blessed. and that 01' man is so In so tar as It18on-
tains some likeness to the divine activity. • • • 
The SUbstitution of the word 'beauty' tor 'happiness' 1s all 
that 1s needed to bring these words to the point at hand. But 
the most noteworthy aspect of the words 113 that God 1s in a 
special way active in the operations wbich man reoognizes as 
peculiar to himself as a rational animal, the operations of 
loving and oontemplating. In these ~ 1s beautitul. So, in 
10 Aristotle, Uic. Eth., X, 7-8, 1179&, 22-27. 
A:vistotle, The It100machean EthI'Oi',. trans. H. Rockhaln, London. 
i~25, 6~-6~~. ' 
.., 
the YrI'Orld, for a stone to have its stone-form 1s for 1 t to 
have b9uuty. FOr a tree to grow, to have its tree-lite, is 
a. hir:;her beauty. For man to love, that is $xalted beauty. I. tl 
The work of the artist is to draw attention to the 
beauty that is inherent in form, is to imitate some torm of 
created aotivity. How does the artist vrork? W~le keeping 
the basiC, sUbstantial form of' the subject "nole and true to 
the original, he must make the pa.rtioular form he selects for 
specia.l llnitation shine forth single, startling, so obvious 
to the peroeptive faoulties of the observer that that observer 
must immediately'admit in knowledge and oonsequently in emotion 
--if' he knows the proper activity of' that subjeot and has 
trained his emotions to tollow the truth peroeived--that "this 
is beautiful." Pol' the aI'tist it is a matter ot selection and 
'of oraftsmanship. For the beholder, it is a matter ot appreoi-
ation,. eognosoitive and a.ppetitive. For both. It is man'. 
limited way of dealing nobly with the beauty in the world. 
The artist is not conoerned with the quality or 
intenslty--the essential notes_-of the aoo1dental form itself'. 
That must be taken from nat"'ure, must be true to natura. '1he 
artist 1s seleotive. His work ot art oonsidered adequately 
will not be true to na.ture.I1 He must 80 subdue all the other 
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forms that"'were in tl1.e original natural concrete 'thole that 
only this torm, in all its natural beauty, will be predominant. 
In the beginning the form is in the artist's imag1nation ...... and 
abstracted, in his mind.,. ... as in the mind and 1ma.E~.nation ot 
everyone. However, unlike other men, the artist somehow iso-
lates that form in hie imaginative representation of it, where 
it exietsw-together with other forms like ltselt-.in its sub-
stance, teavi.ng it in its naturalhab1tat, in its substance. 
he points 1. t up for himself precisely by toning down all the 
otcher acoidental forms naturally conjoined with it in that 
habitat., as though he Were working not in the clay he will soon 
USe but upon a death mask. simply erasing the unwanted furrows 
and bumpSt In hie ps;rohological pracess .. -the neoessary pr$ .. 
11m1nary to his external aetlvitYI "[A)rt is a prinoiple at 
:tllOVement in something other than the tJ:l1ng moved"l2.. .. he 1s 
indeed working from a mask ot nature. tor he works from~ his 
perceptions ot natural!! His pS10hic a.ctlvity is centered 
around that given form.; So it remains centered when he turns 
to external activitYI, and. taking a fOl'mless lump of matter. 
proceeds to invest 1 t with the form that 'burns in his imagina-
tion., When he haa brought the fi&.'Ure in plaster to a perteot 
--_._._---
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coni"ormity vdth the figure he has envIsioned, then he has 
achieved :h,.1s end. He has placed witbin matter the tOl"mS that 
onstad there .1n nature's original, but with one form predond., ... 
nant.lUbat he imagined more vividly, what bE> pl&nned as the 
d.ominant feature, has b$oome as he imagined and planned 1 t. 
lio htA.s made a work ot art. 
The artistts ex.cellenoe as a maker of fine..art will 
depend directly upon his ability to make the best use ot the 
entity, the given form,.. If he loses sight ot it or never oom. 
prehends 1 t in the first plaoe. it he put.a 1 t im.perteotly into 
his matel"lal, or it the forms that lltWlt be put in with it to 
make up the totality ot the ooncrete whole are too strongly 
ohiseled-.in other words it they are too realistic, it he 
gives them, too muoh ent1ty ...... then he will indeed be doing art 
work in the wide, Aristotelian sense of the \vord,13 but not 
work that would usually be tented .tttne-art .. tI 
An example by way ot oontrast may be worth oonsider. 
ing. ~e modern artistio representation of a alum area is 
oommonly recognized. There are tipsy garbage cans, caved-in 
back porches. broken and cardboarded vdndo,'1s, networks of 
pul10yed clothes-Unes strung unevenly w1 th soot~d, ragged 
wash. What is imitated here fundamentally is an area whose 
" Ii' 
13 ct. p. 6. 
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purpose is to furnish hutnan beings with a place to practice 
their freedoms. a~t the speoial aspect of the living quarters 
which the artist 1s striving to ranke explicit 1s that ot dis-
order, a pseudo-torm whioh 1n its O\m line is analogous to sin 
in a hurnan being.l1~ liow the phi1osophio oonception ot dis ... 
order is that of a priVation, an aotual absenoe ot entity. 
TtJ.ere 1s :tn Buche. scene, to be sure. an am.ount or post ttve 
physioal entity--the articles mentioned above have entltr. 
and their various aWkward post tiona have anti tr_ nut .. -and this 
is an all-essential point-... tb&l do not have entity oonsidered 
!!:!. a~kvlard. '1tl.ey are awkward. as sin is evIl, only 1n rela-
tion to What they should be. f~ir awk~ardness, oonsidered in 
... 
itself, it precisely somet~~ng t~t is not there, which is 
just another way ot sating that 3. t is notA~5 at all. 
In preaentlng his roader or viewer with suoh a scene 
the a!'tist is starting out with e. hea.vy handioap. Actually, 
the better he gets his idea aeross., the less beauty he will 
get across. The per!!. effect 01' his work will be to leave an 
1mpr~sslon ot: dismay, disgust, repuls 1 on--any thing but the 
reaction of pleasure tl1&t the Rea~-ar~& aPe intended to leave. 
And. since "the aesthetio phenomenon consista in a pel'teet ac-
.a •• 
lh The question of sin will be taken u..1) agrdn in a 
succeeding chapter. ct. p. 69. 
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oord between the work of art and the one who perceives it, tJ:1$ 
the more oultured the taste ot the perceiver, the nearer to 
this lZer !!. efrect the subjective reaction Ydll be. 
The explanation given in the preaseding two para .... 
graphs can be expanded to deal with such matters as semi. 
aesthetic reactionstrom such un-aesthetio works at art. For 
example, though one cannot adr.a1re such a work in its representa-
tive, tine-art aspee~, Qne ~~ =erta1~ly admire the execution 
of :1 t, which as he realizes from the very B9.1'4S dtstasterul ef-
tect the work leaves upon him, must have been very artistic 
in the wide sense o£ the word. Further, though such a work 
may not be intended as .fine-art. it can have some dIdactic, 
propaganda purpot.H~. and so can be extremel,. effective. From 
the various reactions that are evoked in such an instance, 
elements ot grim pleasure can easily be transferred :from their 
proper Objects to the work itself. 
It 1s noteworthy also that such a. technique can 
readily be incorporated into a work ot tine-a.rt, where by way 
ot oontrast 1 t oan enhanoe the aesthetic value to a high degree. 
This is a universal and highly legitimate application of the 
technique. 
U t • « 
15 De irJult, Ar! Et Bea.ut., 125. Of. note $, p. 9 
of this paper for the French. ' 
r:._ .. ~-------------------. 
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Vfuen ~~caulay sald. "Poetry 1s, sa was said more 
than two thousand years &.30, im1tation, «16 he was harkine baok 
to Aristotle, who bimsol:£:' had said, "Epio poetry and Tragedy, 
comady also and D1thrrambie poetry, and the musio ot tIle flute 
and ot· the lyre in most of their ror!~. are all in their gener-
al conception modes of im1tation,n11 and "[T]he objectsot 
imitation are men in aotlon.··18 Aristotle was a philosopher, 
and he put daVin the ?"Ules to~al1y and well, but it was the 
poets thomBelv8s who first deoided what he was to say, the 
poets who--made by the same Divine Hand. that made the beautifUl 
th1ne~ they saw about them--were impelled to ory out in de-
light. and so mold and shape matter as to embody" the forms ot 
na. ture and nature. s ae ti OIlS in their own art-works, that other, 
less sensi t1ve souls might be impelled to cr.r out too. "Poetry' 
1s the image ot man and nature. "19 What they saw was beautitul 
because it imaged in 1 ts turn, imaged the origirutl and ever-
la.stinG Beauty, God, the All.beautiful. 
16 Macaulay. "The Dootrine ot 'Oorreotness, t If 
Critical Ep~aIs, 354. ot. note 6, p. lOot this paper. 
17 Aristotle,. Foet1~,8.,., I, 2-3, 1447a, 13-16, from 
s. H.Butoher, ~tstotle, 1 £? ~eoa: s:!. Poetrz ~ f:1n~ Art" 4th 
ed., uJndon, 19 ,7. 
18 ~ •• II, 1, 1~8a, 1, 11. 
19 W'1lliam \'lJordsYlorth, "Poet.ry and Poetic Diction," 
EefliSh Critical Ess!I!.> Ninoteenth cent~, selected mld 
eo eea by !almxna V.~ones. tan~on, ~9~2, '. 
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All men are driven to cry out at the el~~t of beauty. 
"You will find that this love of beauty 1s an essential part 
ar all healthy human nature. n20 n[~ha sensa of beauty 1s 
common enough (it is oonna tllral to man; 1 t is the very s tut:£' of 
his mind). fJ21 For Shelley, Uta be a poet is to apprehend the 
true and the beautiful. n22 And wordsworth: 
The Poet writes under one restriction only. nsmely" 
the necessity ot giv1ng 1rmnadiate p~easure to a human 
Being • 
• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
lior let this neeessl ty of producing immediate 
pleasUre be considered as a deGradation of the Poet's 
art. It is tar otherwise. It is aIlzaeknoWledgement 
ot the beauty of the universe. • • • ~ 
~ben Geoffrey Chaucer began his work on Troilu5 and I _ 
Crlseyde, he had s~e interest in pleasint~ his public. Pleasure 
ot course, can come trom. v9.rious art-torms .. and i'rom various 
literary torms. what was to be Chaucer's medium tor presenting 
admirable natures to the ad."'l'.drers' attention? This partioul~ .... 
1zatlon will be dealt with In the following chap'ter. As was 
20 John Rl.:wldn, ltRelatlo~ of Art to !iiOrals. n Th$, 
qro~ 2!. Wilp. 01iv~, flew York, n.d ... 210. 
21 Erl0. Gill, "The Cr1terion in Art." n At!a. IJollSense 
and; OthEt:r:. Esa,s:s, 2nd. ea., London, 1934., 290. I I 
22 fercy B. Shelley, tlA Veranse of Poetry," Grit!. ~.~.~ u 
16.17. 
2.3 VrordevlOrth, "Poetry and Poetic Diction, U Ibid. •• 
-
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noted in the Introduction, that chapter will outline some of 
the major problems that have arisen with reference to the poem 
under discussion, and attempt to specify a fundamental question 
that seems to be at issue in most oases. Again. the €jeneral 
aim of this 1111.018 paper.-tQ determine Vih.a t kind of Vlorle of 
art Chauoer has produoed in the Trol1us ... together with the 
principles oollated and devtloped in tho OhaptEU' just oon-
cluded. lUUst he kept in mind. 
~------------. 
ClIAPTER III 
Dh"TERMn:tNrIOl~ OF THE };!Nl'TER TO WHICH THE 
aIVElI THEORY IS TO BE AP PJJIED 
The pleasure that Chaucer intended tor his reader is 
a tragic pleasure. In his introduotion he asks his ~~se. 
Uelp me, that am the· sorwful instrument 
That helpeth lovers, as I can, to pleyneJ 
For wel sit it, the sothe tor to se~. 
And, to a sol'Wtul tale, a aory chare. 
"Go, litel book," says Chaucer, when it is all overJ 
ngo litel myn tragedie. n2 His tragedy 1s a 'medieval tragedy, t 
or the equivalent ot this, a 'romantic tragedy •• T.here 1s a 
matterot lovers, and as tar as the ending ot this love story 
1s conoerned, trom ever'Y romantic point ot view, there is 
nothing but tragedy. However, 1Il'r. John Lowes has approached 
• 
1 Geoffrey Chaucer, TPoi~U!r and Cr18eYd~I, 8.14, 
The cWitlete Works of Geoffrey cnaucer,~emus, i1us. ed., 
nev. ~~er w. ruceat; ~nd ea., 5X?ora, 1905, r;~. All oItations 
trom the text of the poem will be taken from. this volume and 
noted simply by book, lines, and page number. 
2 V, 1786, 414. 
22 
~~. ------------------~ 
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tbe subject on another pl~e. as have many of the modern real-
lstic school ot Chaucer Intarprata tlon. )Br Lowes is arguing 
strenuously for the al'tistic worth of the poem, and for 
Chauoer's sinoerity.-sinoerlty and valid artistic outlook--in 
the olosing stan~as. 
Is Chaucer, in the torrent ot feeling with which the 
poem ends, repudiating his own masterpiece? No notion, 
I think, could be farther from the truth. He has de-
picted, w1th what he must have knOVnl ts be almost 
supreme art, the tragic irony ot life. 
The poaition taken in this paper has a similarity with the one 
of Mr. Lowes in that it will hold Chaucer aware indeed of the 
tragic irony ot life; however, it will differ in the aspect 
that for 1~. Lowes is all important, namely that Chaucer con-
sldel"ed hiB worlt as his OV'Jn artistic expression of that tra,[;1o 
irony as though to exprGss it had been his intention. 
Perha.ps the medieval a.ttitude is not quite oompre-
hensible, or better, comprehended in the modern era. Certain17 
Chauoer, when he began h1s poem, lIl.UfIJt have mown tha.t it would 
end the "11&;1 it did. Yet it 1s entirely possible and entirely 
likely that he was able completely to dissooia.te himself from 
that ending as he proceeded through the story, only writing it 
as he did When the exigencies or source material placed him, 
.3 John L. Lowes, cteptfrez Chaucer" New York, 193~., 
-., 
tocether with Criseyde, in the restricted quarters of the 
Greek camp. whence tor him. as for the besieged 1"rom Troy on 
the last fiery night, thare could be n() escape. Not that 
Cbaucerat least would have desired a complete escape. The 
medievul rnind was quite at home contemplating the tragic irony 
of life, but no less at hame--and vdth little temporal distinct-
ion--eontemplatlng and tw!ing great pleasure in the dalliances 
of oourtly love. "Perhaps the largest taot about the Middle 
Ages," says Chesterton, 
1s that two forces worked and to some extent warred in 
that time. one was that mystioal vision, or whatever 
we eall it, whioh Oatholics oall the Faith; the other 
Was the prodigious prestige of Pagan Antlqu1 ty. lIeo-
Pag~sot the Swinburn1an interlude imagined that 
Paga.n1sm stood merely .for light and lIberty, and Catholi-
oism merely tor superstition and elaveryf. But the case 
was muoh more complex, upon any readlng.'+ 
He adds, 
Of the many minor trades that Chaucer seems to be 
praotising before us, perhaps the one he enjoys most 
is that of an arehitect of heathen temples. He never 
used better his beautiful sense of design than when 
fitting up those shrines 1l1th the ivory statue of Venus 
or the red metal ot Mars.> 
It may seem puzzling to a. modern, this medieval preocoupation 
with such widely divergent subjects, and within such a narrow 
4 G. K. Chesterton. c,paueer, London, 1932, 247. 
5 .bl C\-, 2.5t~ ... 255 • 
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tramework~as the 1~oilUs.6 Yet, moderns can act the same way 
with respect to such matters as sports. Heated conversations 
OIl small points of baseba.ll go on for an hour or more; to ob-
serve the emotional reactions, to follow the intellectual gyra-
tions that are gone throUgh to make a point about a batting 
average, one would thinlt that the deepest theological issue 
\lere at stake. Terl. minutes later the same men may be actually 
involved in disoussions on theologioal issues, and showing 
grimace tor &Tlmac6, gesture for gesture, syllo(!;1sm for syl-
logism, the same emotions and logical gymnastics ~ley displayed 
over the sports page. With modems as with m.ed1eval it is 
quite probably 4 matter of values oertainly known but not at-
tended to. Baseball is not as high in the seale ot universal 
values as this generation makes it seem. and cO'Ul"-tly love was 
oertainly not as 111gb. in that eoale as the romanoe poets made 
it seem in their literature. 7 Indeed. it wae--a.s the Church 
frequently pOinted out--wuoh lesa than high in the seale; it 
was wrong in its most rund~ental po1nts.8 That. perhaps, is 
why the men of this century ot the last cannot see how it could 
enter even into trw 'literary l1ves t of the people to suoh a 
I f I 
6 91. Ches terton, cpp."U:osr, 254.. 255. 
7 Ohssterton, ~aucer, 254. 
GQff1n, 8 ~Pf!us ~ Crl!61de, abridged and edited by R. C. London, 'i~~. xvl. 
degree. The question may partially resolve itself if it be 
considered that courtly love in many ot its aspeots is quite 
innooent and quite charming, that human nature will always 
find 1 t easy to exouse what is in an: way 1nnocent a11d oharming. 
10 addition, the literature on the subjeot was written for and 
read principally by the sophistioates ot' the time, and sophisti-
oates easily find many reasons tor doing things that the ordi-
nary man could never excogitate. 
So, when he sat down to write his first 11nes. Chaucer 
was intent on writing a tragedy--not neoessarily a tale of the 
tragic ll'ony ot lite, but a tfsorwful tale n9 about lovers. This 
might well be eXpected of this man who WQS not only a man ot 
his time, butt when he wrote the f~,ot-,lus" 
the great living 1nte~reter in English ot Itamo~ 
o~to1s. • •• Gower still hopes that Chauoer's exist-
Ing treatments of Frauend1enst are only the preludes to 
some greatlo'testwnen,£,i wEIoh Will 'sette an ende or alle 
his werk.' 
This 1s not to say that Chaucer, by this time, did not have 
his own little touches £01' writing medieval romanoes, or that 
he would not have Ii fevl speoial ones for this medieval tragedy. 
Indeed, v/ere 1 t not for somet}:1..1ng very special 1n this particu-
1 .. ., 
9 I, 14, 153. 
10 c. S .. Lewis, "\vllat Chaucer Really ntd To Il 
:Filostrato, n Elsa~ s am\ studies, XVII, oolleoted by W. II. 
Hadow, Oxford, c,~J 'quotatIons from Gower, Confessio 
Amant!8, VIII, 2 1-2956. , 
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lar poet of the courtly tradition, there would be no particular 
problem of' criticism for this poem. But as is obvious to Mr. 
Lowes, there is a dlf'ference in this work. Viewed from one 
aspect it is romantic; from another, :1 t is nC)t. It seems rea-
sonable to remark. with rAwls. that when Chaucer sat down to 
the Troilus "the nax-rative bent of his genius Vias already urging 
him, not to desert this tradition (the romantic one), but to 
pass from :1 ts doctrinal treatment (as in the ..,R .... oman ...... ;;;;o .... e .... of the 
Rose) to its narrative treatment. 
-
• • 
nll 
• In a parallel man-
ner it may be added that by the time he was well into the compo-
s! tl(')f.L, the realistic side of him was urging him, not to desert 
the narrative tradition, but to insert vflthin its framework 
the sympathetic portrayals of oharacter which have beoome his 
ohief note of tame among modern oritics.12 Finally, there was 
the Chris tian side of the man which urged ldm to wr1 te the 
olosing lines ot the poem. 
In their efforts to explain this romantic, ~ealistie, 
Christian anomaly that is 7'ro1J.'P:.S arl1d crisezde, critics have 
eduoed some involved theories. According to Mr. stroud, 
11 Ibid., 58. 
-
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'" Chaucer, it would seem, has construoted a romance, 
intensely pathetic, faintly satirical, to which he 
added a level commingling the,i'unctions of an illus-
tration for a thesis wld of an allegory oonce:ni~g 
man's queat for the moral laws of the universe. 
Quoting from B. L. Jefferson, he says, "w~y readers agree that 
the poem Is, In essence, ta practical study in real l1te of the 
vlorJdng out oJ: the Boeth1an teaoll1ng. t .. 14-
Mr. Coghill in his vol~ The Fae.t Chaucer, remarks, 
"Tro11us and Criseyde 1a a Boethian 'book. filS 
It must oertainly be admitted that Eoethiu8 had an 
influence on this poem. However, the introduction ot long 
sections trom philosophers is not the least of the ordinary 
ornaments of medieval wri t1ng. Chaucer filled bis ,-,orks wi th 
them. Espeoially Was he fond of Boeth1us. It 1s all 9. part ot 
what Goftin calls the '~ral preoocupationN16 ot the Middle 
For •• Coghill, though. 1 t 1s more than mere quo-
tation tor ornamsnt or moralIzing. He adds to the sentence 
13 T. A. stroud, "l3oethlus' In!'luenoe on. Ohavcer fa 
Troilus," M'odsX'll Philology, C!uoago, XLIX, l.,Ugust, 1951, 6. 
14 Ibid •• 1, quotation trom B. L. Jefferson, ~nauoer 
and the "GonsoIitrQll 2£., Philosophl .2!. Boeth1us, n Princeton, 
I9r7;-T20. 
15 Nevill Coghill, ~ Poet ahauoe~, London, '1949, 
I; 
'" quoted above, 
But it was the system itself, not the lovers, that 
Was to blame. Chaucer had been careful to deal justly 
by the system rot courtly love] and it is vii th compassion 
and regret that he said tarewell to 1t. He did not 
condemn it as unchrls tian. He simply showedtha t it 
would not work, even in a pagan world, and ~~th the 
noblest protagonists •. ( 
According to the three authors cited, tl~ philosophical term!. 
nation 'of the troilus 1s part and parcel of Chaucer's intention 
in -rn-itlng the poem. In other words, \vhen he began the poem 
he m6ant i;his "allegory .. n18 
. .. 
The Troilus would be an interesting bit ot applied 
philosophy if this were completely the case. But it 1s d1t~ 
i"lcult to conceive ot Chaucer's ,planning Uto daal justly by 
the system, ff19 or to add a level "commingling the functions ot 
an illustration tor a thesis and ot an allegory concerning 
mants quest tor the moral laws ot the universe. f.20 once again, 
it 1s the matter of the 1'11odem t s interpretation of the medieval. 
Chauoer might have written a separate work on the said moral 
laws, or he might have •• as he did--put them into practioally 
any work he wrote" as a matter of oourse. as good nuggets or 
1 • 
17 
18 Cf. note 13, page 28. 
19 Coghill, lh!. Poet Chaucer. 82-831 gt. note 17 f 
this page. 
20 6- ct. notes "Boot, us' lhf'luence, n l~odern Philol0s;l. 
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., 
But 1nvGs.t1gation of othor of his works shows that he 
was nomen to ,vr1te subtle allegory. Chaucer's allegory 1s so 
obVious that it leaves the modern absolutely oold. Despite 
that, however, C'nauoar liked 1 t, end so did his oonte::'llporarles. 
Be and they thought it a quite effective didactic and even 
literary devloe. 21 Gofttn speaks ot qthe medieval notion of 
the end ot all rhetorio, and its transferenoe to poetry, whioh 
also s.1ms to persuade morally_ "22 Obaucer enjoyed being sen-
tentious, and liked to pl"Gtix }:ds allegory with a word of 1ntro .. 
duetion making olear bis intent to allegorize. 23 He would have 
been the la.st maIl. in the world to produce a work that would 
not be pel1;uo1d to his oontenrPoraries. He ~te to be read, 
and at first hand. 
Dante himself wrote allegory, extensive, mystical, 
bu.t it WaS quite obviously allegory. There may be difficulty 
with regard to the signif'!otmoe of it, but that it 1s that'e 1s 
21 FOr a iood brief treatment of this matter consult 
the introduction to The Tale of' Mel1bee n given in The C~lete 
~"Jorks of GeottreZa!aucer, student's Cambridge J:t1d1tlon, e:; 
1'. il. RobInson, C r!C!ge, Mass., 1933, 13. 
22 f!r011u.$ ~ Crisezda, xii. 
23 01". Bartlett Jere V~t1ng, Chaucerts Use 01' 
Proverbs, oambrIdge, 14ass •• 1934, 11:3. Mi'. Eirilgusonotea in Ets section on Tro11u8 that "Chauoer uses a greater pro-
portion of' proverbs ana sententious remarks in the Tro11us than 
in anything else he wrote. U (49). were the whole an al'iegory, 
the author would be heaping moral upon moral. 
~------------------~ 
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~sputable.f4 Two hundred years later, in frank, sl~ple 
JIMlnnd (even at that date the England ot Locke and c,0p1;UlOA 
l!P'e), Spenser was apin writing allegory. and even then 1t 
was an:rth1ng but sui table. ihe medieval made the devil look 11ke 
tbe devil. GOd like God, allegory like allegory, and romance 
like romance. \:illen Chaucer- could :no lorLger restrain his tenden-
01 to realistic {)utoroppings in his works, he wrote the Canter-
OW;':r. '-tal,o.s .. ...,mose trame 1s realistic and quite openly 210.25 
One might say. "But Chau.cer treats l'tOmance humorousl1. 
Why not admit the possibility ot his treating it allegorically,-
It can be answered simply that allegory 1s recognizably serious 
and humor is recognizably not. As W. I.I. Renwick says in a 
~lef remark about one of Spenser's m1nor poems. DNU1opotmos,u 
25 Ef'-t'*-1'1 in tho C--$ner$ll Prologue he begins his 
pealist1c progr~ ~1th the lines, 
Me tn.,nketh 1 t acordaunt to resoun 
To tell. yow al the cQndioioun 
Of eeh ot hem, so as it eamed me, 
And which. they weren, and of what degree, 
And .ek in wha.t a.rray that they were inne •••• 
Pensrd 1'1"01., 31-41. (Ohau.oeEt •. 9.Pp£lete YlprJqs, Studentts 
~ambr1dge Ed1 tiOI'l, 19). 
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It 1s mock-heroic 88 the CUlex, 1s mook-elegiao, and 1 t 
it bas been interpreted as an allegorical allusion to his 
(spenser.a) own tate at the hand.$ ot Bu.rleigb., yet the 
lighthearted tone ot the poem--most unusual in our sage 
and ser1o~ Spenser--,u~ems to oontradict the idea ot 
allegory. 
'tWo points may be noted here. First, the larger allegory under 
discussion hera--the type that Stroud would have Chaucer engage 
in in the~p,1lU$~s not to be oontused with the rhetorioal-
jphilosoph1oal tIdbits and the moralizing \vhich. as has been 
remarked, are to be fotmd throughout Chauoer' fJ worlt, whether 
with humor or without it. Seoond, Chaucer O&rl ml1t humor wi.th 
1!I1""mru; ... ~ __ mce. though he cannot mix allegory, t.eoause, as Chesterton 
Jays "The medieval romanticist Was ltt\1Ch more of a realist than 
the modern rornantic1st."2.7 He bad a scale of values, as an 
jorthodox medieval OathOlic,28 and he recognised what "serious" 
!sUbjeots could be treated both seriously and. humorously, what 
lanes just seriously_ 
TO return to :Mr. Cogbill •• opinions. Oh.aucer did 
~oh more than deal justly by the ."stem ot courtly love. He 
~llshed it and presented it to others that they mil#lt relish 
~t. H:1s relish, too, was not just a. passing thing. Mr. Lewis 
26 W. L. Renwiok, ~ ~enser, London, 1925, 57. 
27 Chesterton, ~ue!~, ~J. 
28 1'214,., 143. 
bn 
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says--and hie investigations bear the eta''!l!) ot careful textual 
crltlcism .. -"The majorIty of' his moditications are corrections 
of errors which 'Socoace!o had com.m1tted against the code ot 
courtly love ... 29 Karl Young notes cautIously, or perhaps 
politely, that a '"reconsideration ot Chaucer's actual procedure 
in composing it ~ 1'r0ilus may persuade us that he m0fUlji. to 
write a romance, and that he succeeded in doing so ... 30 
Probably, after all, the most conspicuous indication 
that Chauoer Vias oonsciously writing in the traditions or 
the romance 1s the succession ot brilliant and mOVing 
scenes to Which I have already referred here and there. 
'rhese are ChaUcer's own additions to the sjiry, and they 
are written with amplitude and enthusiasm. 
Reference is made to Tro1lus' triumphal return on horsebaok, 
Criseydets love song in ,the garden, the nightingalets "lay of 
love in the moonlight,. n the consummation of the ap1our. 
Chauoer reallmed the preeminence of the things ot 
the next world OVel" the things of this. But that does not 
mean that the things of this world did not oocasionally w1n a 
good deal of his attention. It may be that until the end of, 
his days he still liked a oourtly romance, though by then he 
Was probabl:y quite tired ot wrl ting them. However, whether he 
trw , t 
Romanoe," 
,. 
29 Lewis, "\'11hat Cha:uoer Did to ,1,1-" Filostr,at.o," 59. 
30 K.arl Young, ftChauoerts Trol1ua !:82. CI'iseyde aa 
PMLA,. New Yopk, LIll, 'Maroh, tf},B, '9. ' 
.31 l:plS,. 57. 
..... 
·till bad an affection for tho form or not, it may be judged 
that when he made 1118 retraction 116 was sincere about it, at 
least intelleotually and vol1tionally. As Chesterton snys,32 
knowing the Catholic and the medieval mind. there seems no 
doubt as to Ohaucer's capability tor making such a retraction. 
In SUmmation, there soe~ to be no sood reason tor 
laying that the intelleotual part of Chau081", it not the e. 
motional part, actually did consider the Troilus condemnable, 
and not merely beoause he was lax. in his condemns. tion of the 
oourtly code within the poem, much less ~eoause he oonsidered 
the Whole thing an allegory on a Eoeth1an .framework, with a 
high moral purpose. It anything, he could b.a.ve argued this, 
bad it been the case in conscience, tor his condemnation at 
the end ot the poem is qui to violent. But the truth as he 
knew it was that, though his expressions at the end ot the 
poem were quite representative ot one phase ot his personality 
and outlook, they were not repreasntative of his intention in 
undertaking the work. 
If conscience in Chauoer worked anything like 
oonsoienoe in the rest ot men, bis oonscience was operative 
during the writing of much of this kind of thing, as well as 
• • 1 • 
.... 
)$ 
at the t1~ ~t retraotion.)) He was not. atter all, a oonvert 
late ill life, unless to the better Catholioism. Conscience 
seems to be one of the rea.sons logically to be assigned for 
bis ending the poem in the manner that he did. Conscience 
lndeed makes cowards ot u.s all. As the folly of the story 
beCalno lmavo1dably apparent, that oonsoienoe would beoome more 
and m.ore audible. And at the end, with the truth crystal-olear, 
like a child involved in (um.dy"""stealinf.b· hopet'ul of not having 
been seen. turning Intol~r. It is remotely possible, 01" 
course, that Chaucer was so hardened as to premeditate such an 
out'bux'st. As has been noted. it is not inconoeivable that he 
add a bit of sententiousness at the end of his poem, simply as 
sententiousness. To go one step further, it is conceivable 
that he a.dded a bit ot spiritual embellishment m&~ly to make 
his work more widely aeceptab1e. One does not get the 1mpres-
sion frmn his other works, however. that he is a scheming man. 
me sort o£ 'slyness' Chesterton would. distillb"'U.ish from "the 
darker kind. n34 This 'darker kind. would certainly be in 
question in machinations such as those suggested with respect 
to the changing ot raoe in the tinal lines 0:£ ~o1~us. It 
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VIOuld be tl'Uer to Chaucer as a man and a craftsman such as he 
1s generally conceded to be in the majority of his works,35 to 
m,a.ke this Boethian ending a spontaneous thing, spontaneous in 
the senae that 1t grows naturally out of his whole view of life, 
a view derived trom the Faith and an ordinarily decent living 
of 1t. 
Another reason that could be assigned besided the 
Christian conscience is Chaucer's natural artistic genius. The 
following chapter. present arguments to show that in his por-
; 
t1"aya1 01' Crlseyde, Ohauee~ errs artistioally, due primarily to 
his WJ:l1t1ng her story in the romantic tradition. Then it 1s 
argued that Chaucer instinctively, as 1t W'cu'e, 1'elt this error 
as the poem drew near 1ts close, and that he made sub-oonsoious 
efforts to provide some Idnd of remedy. The last part of the 
poem 1s held to represent a statement of his deeper artistic 
realization, of his implicit aoltnow1edgment of the point which 
is made (in Chapter V) with referenoe to Cr1seyde. The con-
clusion--given in the final ohapter--may be seen when ~lese 
matters have been considered. 
II., I .• 
35 w. P. Kerr notes, "Chaucer learned tram Boeeaceio 
the art ot oonstruotion. • • the lesson of sure and definite 
a!XPosl tion." (W. p. Ker, Ilediev!ll L1;beI'ature" New York, 1905. '7, cited in Shelly. '!he Il'V1ng ;,naucer. phl5:adelphia, 1940. q.6 ). Chesterton t 8 mentron or ~I.S beautiful sense ot design tf 
has been g1 yen. t Ohes terton, Ollaucel'. 25,. .!.:... ?_ 25 c.f thi 8 
paper). 
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With the subject matter delimited thus tar; name1:r, 
that Ohauoer is writing a 'medieva.l tragedy' and no subtle a.l ... 
legory or philosophic poem, it becomes necessary to decide the 
exact point in that subject matter upon which criticism may be 
i"Qcussed. lhe pOint :tsto be Criseyde. 
Even a. medieval tragedy has to have s ~r,t;':t ... some, 
ldnd ot wealmess tha:t leads to a fall. There are two poss!. ... 
bili ties in this medieval tragedy. F;:;"om the general handling 
ot the story, it 1s apparent that Troilus should be the tragic 
hero, and oonsequently it would seem tha.t tlle h£lJ:1lartia should 
".111' 
be in him. Shelly says, "It is the tragedy ot Tl'oilus ... 36 a1t 
from the standpoint of too courtly code, Troilus 1s a rather 
good hero, though he do~s stoop to d&eeptlon, which is certain-
ly not in the rules of t..'b.e game. Chau.cer might have written a 
poem where the tragic olimax resulted direotly trom this break~ 
1ng of' the courtly oanon. But he did not. 
in Troilus, as1de frO!l1 several rather obvious ones in the strict .... 
1'1 rea.listio order, 1s that whioh he" h1m.se11~ aees a.f'ter his love 
affair and his lite have been so unhappily terminated-unhappily 
trom the point of view not hem that wepten 1'01" his deeth. so 
faste."3? HoVering amid the .peres, he took a backward glance 
36 Percy Van D,yke Shelly, ~e L1v~a xha~cer, Phila-
delphia. 1940, 112. 
37 V, 1822, 415. 
~~----------------------­
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~le waiting for Mercury: 
• • • his loking dOlm he cas to J 
And in him. ... self he laugh right at the wo 
Of hel'll that wepten for his deeth so tute; 
And de.mpned all our werk that folwetll so 38 
The blinds lust, the which that In&Y not laste. 
Like those severa.l others, this 'h;amartia is certainly not one 
trom the point of view of the code. 
But there was such a one in Criseyde. and though she 
does not suffer the real tragedy. she certainly receives such 
special treatment as to warrant the na.me 'heroine t • And what 
was her h.al1:lartis. '1 It is only necessary to quote the famous 
p M r. 
words of Professor Kittredge: "As Cresside is at the begi.:ruling, 
such is she to the end, amorous, gentle, affectionate, and 
cha..'r'Dling a.ltogether, but fatally impressionable and yielding. n39 
From the point of view of the courtly lover, it seems, Criseyde 
was just plain inconstant, and that is a real hamartia. How-
lUI 
ever, a auestion arises hare. It is of the essence of the 
courtly convention tl~t the lady ~ yielding, ultimately. There 
must be a certain amount of reluctanca .... and Cr-leeyde shows that 
wi th Tro1lus--but if there be no yielding, the whole romance 
totters. Inconstancy then may not be equivalated with the idea 
of yielding if the tradition of the oourtly convention 1s to be 
br1dee, 
38 
39 
Mass •• 
v, 1820-1824, 415. 
G. L. Kittredge, Cha~e,er ~ Ilia Poetrz, Cam-
1933, 135. 
~-. --------------------------~ 
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reta.ined. cr1seyde t s wealmess was not in being yieldinG by 
nature, but in yielding twice instead of just onee. Her hamar-
tia then, from the point of view of the medieval tragedian, was 
---inoonstanoy, ~ lnco:n.stanoy. 
After a consideration of the second chapter of' this 
paper and the remarlcs there made ooncer-ning ac ti vi ty. form, and 
the fact that artistic beauty lias in them alone, a general 
question mig;ht arise as to how, in any tragedy, a hero can 
arouse the aesthetic emotion. since he is consistently portruyed 
as domin.1.ted more and more by a hamartl.,+, which is an unbeauti ... 
tu1 tbJ.ng. The solution lies in the word, tthing t • EVery 
tbin~ in the true senae ot the word must have beauty. BUt the 
hamartia is not really a thine at all; instead it is what was 
-
termed in the second chapter a ErivatiO?~40 The beauty in 
tragedy COllWS from the natural, unusually passionate activIty 
of the tragio hero, an activity always underlying the def'eot, 
which is always a misdirected use of' the activity. This pas ... 
sionate aotivity as an act and .form is beautiful. It may be 
hard to name, fOl" the exaot nature of the passionate actions 
are but vaguely known. Men have named them as they are mt\n1 .... 
fested in moral defects or excellenoes: love, hate, envy, greed; 
or in their morbid or effusive manifestations: tear, hilarity. 
-
All o.f these, according to scholastic psychology, are based on 
a.ctivi ties of \'1i1l and lower appeti tea, and indirectly or intel"", 
lect--\vh.leh aI'e in their natures 0.1" forms indifferent morally, 
but suprem.ely beautiful as beings \vhieh are what they should 
be, and which are h.igl-t..1y imitative 01.' the Divine PUre Act. 
betlll Othell,o. ~l~, T'f.ede,a. or Lear, or any of the wo.rks co:mrl1only 
a.ccepted as tragedios, would provide eXSTflplea ill which to study 
such passionate activity and character defect. 
In the present poem, however, with reference to. Cr1-
seyde, there is a diffieulty. Crlseyde was only inconstant 
onoe. Her fault, from the romantic standpoint, is not one of 
c~qracter. since the very agme traits ot character which made 
her yield the second time made her yield the first time, and 
were then co.nsidered graces, virtues. '19:le romantioists are 
forced to put the blame ultimately on Griseyd&ts free will, and 
make her ha.ma.rtia a sim.ple sinr;le sin against Venus. 
Critioism of the poem as a l~e8.1 tra.eedy, then, means 
turning to. the realistic order to find G~lseydet$ hamartia. ]n A _. 
that case, however, the work may logically be considered no 
tragedy at all--Chauoer was not interested in writing a rea-
-
Jistio tragedy--but as a romance with realistic elements. In 
other words, no form need be looked for behind any defect, neces-
sarily, unless by aocident some true, tragically developed de-
4l. 
fect should ;ppear.41 It is only neoessa.ry to look for the 
forro. itsel!', for it may well be tllk1.t the form in the real order. 
aside from the romantic oriteria, is quite tree of defeat and 
sO quite obviously beautiful. 
It is neoessary now to determine whether Cr1seyde is 
the right- person to bear the form, sinae previous jud:~nts ~dth 
respect to her being the oentral intere$t in the poem have been 
made COllSider-ing the work as a tragedy, oonsidering her as hav ... 
ing a. h~rt1a. The taot 1.3 that Criseyde is the pe~eon 'those 
form strU{es us consistently as we read the story, even after 
she leaves the 01 ty ot Troy. From the beginl'l.ing fltil near tho 
end,n as Tatlock says, flahe is Chaucer's own oreation, learned 
about by us as We leam about our friends, through her .. vords 
and acts, not from analytic statements. With delioate finesse 
we are shown her clearly as seen by Troilus, Dio:mede, herself'. 
and indeed others ... 42 
Coghill notes, comparing Cl>1seyde with Trol1us, that 
"althoug,.'l she £1 ts the tormula tor a courtly lover she has 
... 
41 Th.e following chapters will show that the defect 
in the real order is present, but is not trag1eall~ deVeloped, 
nor is it a real traeic defect in the sense that it is what the 
sCholastio liQuld call uaccidental. fI It is a defect which. 
Chaucer makes essential to Crlaeyde, so that sl~ cannot fight 
against it. Cf. the discussion ot mlaucer's artistic error 
in Chap tel" V.-
42 Tatlock, ~ Mlnd ~ £1 2! Chaucer. 45. 
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Pandarus is, tllOUgh some hold h1m to be better por-
trayed. a less dominant c~t~acter, especially in view of the 
tao t that he is what might be termed an 'oocasional' one.Con-
sidering the rank oi~ the oharaoters, ~ eonsidering the poem 
as tta tragedy of Tro11us, u44 Shelly says, ttTrol1us 1'3 the lead ... 
ing charaoter. Bat Criseydo 1s only s11ght1y less proxuinent 
thWl he, and to most readers, it ses:ns, the M<)re interesting 
or the two. 1145 
It WAy be oonoluded thttt if Chaucer did not mean 
ths.t Crlseyde should be at least one of: the centers of: nttraotion 
in the poem. he has already made ~"1. artistic el"'l:~r- ... thouGh the 
work might still be discussed just ~or what it is, or would be. 
For the purposes of this paper it. is sufficient that Crlseyde 
be so important to the story, and that the lines of approaoh 
to critioism of her be as clear as possible. 
Therefore, the delimitation of subject lll8.tter for 
cri tic1sm. may be considered comr)lete. The point of departure 
for criticism. is the cl~racter of Cr1seyde. The follow1~j 
chapter will give as full an ~'ll'1sis of tht.l.t eharaotol" as seems 
l!?!A. 
~~------------------~ 
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required to furnish grounds for application of the principles 
given in Chapter II. "0:'11 the discussion given in this present 
ohapter, one may expect to find in the cr~racter of Crisoyde 
.. 
a fo!'1'll composed of mixed elements, deriving trom the striotly 
realistic and the romantic. The romantio element may furnish 
the oritio with some aspects of· true. personalized beauty, for 
11'II.lch of it is grounded in human nature. r~ost of the beauty 
will derive, noweve:C', from Chaucer's Oi1n conception ot his 
lady's character, a conception of her which leaves room for her 
to take ~p the romantio s~e and play it in a very human way • 
~-----------~ 
CfIAPTER IV 
TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF Tm~ MATTEI:{ 
THE CHARACTER OF CRIS:ii;):.l)E 
The bamartia tram the vle\vpo1nt of the oourtly code 
, 
tlas been determined to be inconstancy; to be reduoible to an 
!lot of the 'ltdll on the PQrt of Crlseyde" vthether that act be 
~aken as her final decision for Diomede, or her deoision to 
~eave the city as she did. Where does this fit with the idea 
~r her being Ufatally impressionable and yielding; ttl with 
~helly's statement, "VJ1th the best will in the world to be 
"rue, she is mltrue, .. 2 or with Root's, that she has "from the 
peginning of the story a fatal weakness--the inability to make 
deliberate Choice?"s) It is best to reter direotly to the 
ext to solve this problem; .f1rst it may be helpful to attend 
o one fact. No man is .from his primary form or nature unable 
1 K1 ttredge, Chauoer ~ His l.oetrz, 135. 
2 Shelly, ~ Liv1~ Chauo~r.l 124. 
3 Robert Kllburne Root, ~ ~ 2! Tro1~up ~ 
~iseyd~h Prinoeton, 1945, xxxil. 
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to :l1a.ke G. del1bol"late choice. presu.1Uably these critics are 
aWllre of that faot, although today such a presumption--oon-
s1dering not practioal but philosophioal awareness--is not alto-
gether a safe one to tna1m. At any rate, whenever a person does 
appear to be conSistently yielding. he is so by some aooidental 
forIn, and that ill tum has been in.duced by some other accidontal 
form, usually one method or rationalization ot another, in 
which the intelleot proposes for selection--ultlmately at the 
instigation of the free will-.only thoso motives, or especially 
those, which will make it preferable to Tleld when ~le time 
comes finally to choose. It is then not the mere taot of yield-
ing, if Crisoydo is yielding, that should be adverted to, but 
the processes that lead up to It, or rather, ea.oh time it oocurs. 
Chaucer In the fifth book gives us Crlseyde t s formal 
portrait.4 
She sabre was, aek simple, and wys wlth-al~ 
'!'he beste ,.-norlsshed esk that JI1.ghte be. 
And goodly ot hir spache in general, 
Charitable, estat11ohe, lusty. and tree; 
ne neVer-mo ne lakkede hir pitae: 
Tendre-herted, slydinge of carage; t:! 
But trewely. I can not telle hir age.;7 
This picture can well stand .. together with a remark ,from },~. 
Shelly ooncerning the oft-quoted "slyd1nge of oorago, tf that 1s 
I d1 
4 Shelly, !!'P-e Liv1~ C'nap.oer, 126. 
5 v, 820-826, 383. 
~-------------. 
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Clu:L to appropriate. 
She was tender-hearted, with a heart (coraBe) quick 
to move (~;tyd1pge) in sympathy_ Sll..df.ru-W.2! coraID! me£U1S 
nothinr; more tnon IIsympathetlc, n e-Tn~£S1.0na:t?!." ana is 
tl~s an additi?nal item or praise. ns~eud or.being. as 
so often interl)reted, tho one note ot bla.'1le in a 80-
scriptlon that~ is otherwise \vholly cOllll')limentary. 
Be shOWS how the other items mentioned are indeed complimentary. 
~e very punctuation ..... and there seeIns to be no doubt ot' it in 
the rnanuseripts--implies thut this item is just like tho others. 
AJJ has been said, this is a. formal portrait, and not a place 
tor subtleties. 
The first personal view of Cr1seyde comes mu.ch earli-
er, when she 1s seen on her knees betore Hector. weeping ''with 
pltoua vois, f' "Wel neigh out or hir with for sOrvle and tere ••• 
b:1rselven exeusynge. u 7 'l'ro1lus sees her ttundro sha.'Ues drede"8 
standing in the temple •. 
In beaute first so stood she, makeles. 
Hire goodly lok",tng gla.ded a1 the·· preas. 
Uas nevere :ret seyn thyng to ben preysed derre'9 
nor under cloude balk so bright a. sterre. • • • 
Good to look at, and "somael delgnous ulO in her looking was 
- -.. 
6 Shelly, ~ Livln~ Cbauo~r. 126. 
7 I, III; 108, 112, p. 156. 
8 I, 180, 158. 
9 I, 112-175, 1S8. 
10 I, 289. 162. 
~-------------. 
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cr1seyde. 1~ere 1s promise or a real romanoe in this beginning, 
tb8 heroine 1s one v:orth gettinG, and one who prondses to be 
~ to get. Further, tius first view ot Criseyde 1s definitely 
in the romantic tradition (as 1s the other that has been cited, 
tour books later)., Cha:u.uer does not touoh the plctu:r-e that 
baS been h.anded dovin to him. though he certainly trlll1les 1 t well. 
After the scene in the temple, no mOl"S is aeen of 
Criseyde until the sec!)nd book. There she entel"$ at line eight.,-
rive, and for twenty-.rive stansas that ax-a close to pure Chaucer-
ian rea11sm11 she is before the reader, living, typioally femi-
nine, varying between a playful artfulness ~d a somewhat im-
patient blunmess-... l1vely, intelligent, friendly, end showing 
no little knOWledge ot the wa~s or the world. She finally 
bre£:Jrs dcnm u.ndel" the treatment of PandArue and her O~11'l in. 
txornble womanly curiosity: Hiliow, m;y good sem, for goddee love, 
I preY6,' QUOd she, tcome ot, and tel me what it 1s.,n12 
\~en the story is told, Criseyde first feals out Pan-
darus,13 then throws her~elr wholeheartedly into a tit ot re-
luctanoe that is quite filled with courtly emotion: 
-
tv.1th this he stante, and caste adoun the heed, 
• • 
11 II, 8!5-250. 
12 II, 309-310, 198. 
13 II, 387-389, 201. 
And she b1gan to breste a-ifepe anoon. 
And seyde, 'allas, for woJ wll"j nero I deed? 
l?ol' of ttt..1s \'lorld the tei th 1s al a.goent 
Allas! what sholden straunge to me doon, 
Wben he, that for my beste freend I wende, 
Ret me to love, and sholdo it me defends? 
Allas! I ~~lde han trusted, doutelees, 
That it that It thurgh '1.'fJ.Y disaventure, 
Had loved other him or Achilles, 
Betol', or any mannes creature, 
Ye nolda han had no mercy no me sure 
on me, but alway had me in repreveJ 
~n1s false world, allasJ who may it leve? 
What? 1s this a1 the 10ye and a1 the feste? 
Is this your reed, is this my blisf'ul cas? 
Is this the verray made ot your beheste? 
Is al this peynted proeea soyd, allasJ 
Right for this tyn? 0 lady myn, Pallas' 
Thou in this dredtul cas for me p~pveyeJ 
For 80 astonied am I that I deyel Z+ 
Pandarus answers in as courtly a mood, and one as 
threatening of death, or more: 
o oruel god, 0 d1spi touse Marte, 
o Furies three ot helle, on yow I cry-al 
La lat me never out at this hous departs, 
It that I mente harm or v11anyeJ 
But 8ith I see my lord mot nedes dye, 
And I with him, here I me shryvs, an~~seye 
That wikkedly ye doon us bathe deys. '" 
Chaucer adds his O'iifn narrative romantic touch to the picture 
with a line or two describing the typical courtly heroine, here 
CrisGyde: t·Criseyde, which that wel neigh starf for fere, so 
-
14. II. 407-42"" 201-202. 
15 II, 434.,44l, 202. 
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as she was the terfulleste wight That might be. H16 
Throughout these lines there has been Q vQ[;ue note 
of realism depending on the tact trult Crlseyde's position as 
-.1dow, and daughter of Calchas, is not too stable in Troy. But 
tar overshadowing this are the romantic notions that Criseyde 
as vddoVI should not even be thought ot as the object of any-
onets passion, and Troilus is liable at any moment melodramati-
oally to press the steely blade to his frustrate bosom. ThB.t 
people do occasionally kill themselves for love may be grtlllted. 
bUt the ohances ot it are and ever have been so slim that such 
a representation as 1s found here would Beem to the modern, 
unimaginative, stree-clothes American or Briton most humoroua. 
To quote Speirs, who is speaking ot the three characters. 
Criseyda. Pandarus and TroilusJ "Trollus is the least Chauoer. 
ian or the triO. He retains, and to a considel'"a.ble extent Z'e ... 
mains, the conventional outline of the disconsolate trouvere or 
Petrarohan courtly lovel'" the oompla.ining, swooning knight 
(brave though he is in battle.),f17 \Vha.t Or1se1d& should be 
worried about is not that the devoted servant her uncle or his 
loving lord the prinoe might kill their respectIve selves or 
just waste away, but that the secretly smitten Troilus m1gh.t do 
50 
smnething to jeopardize her insecure position in the city. 
'!'Toilus is priam's son t1v/orthieste, Save only Ector, ,,18 in all 
of Troy- His accusing her of falsity. or other misrepresenta-
tion a.t this time, might be tra.g1e for her, alone in Tl~oy and 
da.u~lter of Calchas. However, in the text, the romantic angle 
1s stressed tar more than the rea.listic. It is by reason of 
bis mm and T,r,::>11us' prospective dea.ths that pandarus appeals 
to his niece, and partly by reason of the royal deathta taking 
place at her feet--she romantically visualizes this19--the.t she 
herself fears for the security of her position. 
Chaucer cannot leave his realism out of the pioture 
very long. In fact, it is present all the way through in the 
sense that Or1seyde speaks like an aotress who is getting no 
small pleasure out ot her role. That she is beginning to enter 
into the oourtly game harselt oooo'.mes apparent in her words, 
"It nedeth lllEJ f'ul sley1y for to pleya. ff 
And with a eO:r\vful syk she seyde tbrye, 
'At lordl what me 1s tid a sory chaunce' 
FOr ~ eatat now 1yth in Iuparty&, 
And eek myn ames l1't l;rth in galaunoe J 
BUt nathe1ees, ,dth goddes governaunee, 
I shall so doon, ~ honour ahal I kepe, 
Anu eak his lyt J ' 
'!III ....... ..... ~ 
18 II, 1.39-11+0, 212. 
19 II, 4$6-460, 20.3. 
20 II, 462-469, 20.3. 
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l'andarus has been playing :for some time. tttFor .. thy h1r w1t 
to serveD wo1 I fonde,* t t,21 Or1seyde had enjoyed herself great. 
lY in a pure realistic vein) t~{en aback for a tew moments 
she is all the oourtly lady; now sbe 1s playing again, this 
time the gE.l.!lW Pandal"US and Chaucer have ohosen to play. She 
knOWS, knows aometf+.1p..s. and tr...e pursul t is on. 
U[v)yn honour ahal I kepe. n22 This matter of honor 
is one that may well be noted. It 1s not the modern Jr..1nd of 
honor, having a foundation in the actual moral oharaoter ot the 
woman who baa the honor. Not that or1seyde t s honor 1s entirely 
founded on the opinion ot man. In one sense it is. ffroiltis, 
speaking to Pandarus early in the fourth book:t makes this sense 
oleart 
Yet drede I most h1r herte to pertourbe 
With violenoe, it I do snoh a game, 
For if I wolde it openly distourbe. 
It moste been disclaundre to hir name. 
And me were lever deed than hir defame. 
As nolde god but-it I sholde have 
HiI' honour lever than rq l-yt to f.hlVe~23 
His intentions are clear by this time, yet he still wants her 
honor to be sate. ~;uoh a sense of the 'Word "honoI' Il 18 eminentl,-
21 lIt 273, 197. 
22 11_ 468, 203. 
23 IV~ ,561-567. 320. 
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proper to the courtly code. 
Another sense is well illustrated by criseyde at the 
end of the same book, in one of her private encounters with 
Trol1us. It too is proper to the code. 
And Whyl that god m1 wit wol me conserve, 
I shall 80 doan, so trewe I have yow founds. 
That ay honour to me-ward ahal rabounde.24-
This is the sense that she means in her romantic lament in the 
last bookt 
, Allu;ot me un-to the worldes ende, 
Shal neither been 1-writen nor y-songe 
No good word, tor thiee bakes wol me shands. 
0, rolled ahal I been on many a tongeJ 
Through-out the world my belle shal be rangs, 
And wommen most wol hate me of alle. 25 
This is her honor in the eyes of all the ItAepers of the courtly 
tradi t10n in future ages. It is honor vd th a foundation in 
her. indeedJ a foundation based on the morality ot tho courtly 
code, a morality whose ultimate end 1s the pertect service of 
Venus. The other honor-that in the eyes of the whole world-. 
though a charaoteristio ot the romantio literature, has no 
direot oonneotion, subjeotively, \'lith any morality, end is 
reducible to a kind of pragmatism.26 
• J. • • 
2l~ IV, 1664 .... 1666, 355. 
2~ v, 1058.1063, 390-391. 
26 'fJt. the disoussion of morality in the following 
chapter. Brosnanan in his work on ethics notes that the utili-
tarians attribute to "mora11 ty't a meaning entirely foreign to 
~~------------------------------~ 
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The matter of tear is also placed on the courtly 
level. After Pandarus had gane, Cr1seyde sat alone and con-
sidered the situation, 
And wax somdel astonied in 1111' thou.e-,ht, 
Right for the news cas, but what that she 
Was ful Qvysed, tho tond she right nought 
or peril, why she oughts aterad be. 
For man may love, ot posslbil1tee, 
A womman so, his herte may to-breste, 
And she noU[;;ht love a.yein.. but-it hir lasts. 27 
T'nls g~.:une is going to be played according to the rules, and 
the only fear Criseyde need show is that ,auch is oalled for 
by the rules. ~lere is no need tor realistio disturbrunces here. 
It is while Crlseyda slts considel?ing her affairs 
that Troilus rides by--one of the enthusiastic addItions of 
Chaucer which Karl Young notes.28 Troilus is a son ot the king, 
he is a noble warrior, he is handsome and appealingly bashful. 
He lsI' in short, the second best man in T'roY', and with Hector 
present in Troy that is no small lneasure of mobility. Gr1seyde, 
on the other hand, is a. woman who knows that she is young and 
beautiful. 
u . • .,. 
for scholastic sellae or the word, and so make it 1~ossible 
for any aotion to be bad, morally. "Admitting this t}3antham t ti) 
theory, we cannot with propriety predicate moral badness or 
any man. It (Timothy J .• Brosnahan, S.J .,FrOle,omena. To Ethios. 
Ne\v Y~rk, 1941, 80 .... 81. C)lotat1on trom p. Hi. .. _. . 
27 Young, ItYilua ~ ~r1sezd$l, !!.. Romance, ,0;. 
note 30, p. 33 ot this paper. 
28 II, 603.609, 207 .... 208. 
I am con the fayreste, out ot drede, 
And goodlieste, who-ao taketh hade, 
And so men seyn, in al the toun ot Troye. 
What wonder is it though he of me have j01e129 
There 1s nothing so strong as the natural urge to be well con .... 
sidered, and Crlseyde is no exception to the general rule for 
h'wnani ty in this ma.tte~. She ~a made a good point, of course, 
and she knows it. BUt beautiful woman Ol" no, to hear that one 
is the object of such a man's devo~ion 1s at least a pleasing 
dream, and lmloh more so because ot his reputed imperviousness 
to female charm.30 It 1s not just a matter here, either, ot 
being well considered) it is one of being the object ot an 
imp~ssloned love. If the one motive is strong, what of the 
seoond, There are few more appealing to human nature. 
As a widow, of oourse, and no unschooled lover, Cris-
eyde bas another point of superiority over other women who 
might find themselves in a slmilar case. For this reason she 
is so much more the perfect courtly lady, since because of it 
she may more easily show that reluctance whioh is essentia131 
to besieged damsels defending themselves against knightly pro-
testations of love.32 
29 II, 711-6-749, 212. 
30 Cf. 
-
I, IBs-196, 159. 
31 Chute, Chauoer 2£.bland, 75-76. 
32 121d• 
~l1s quite naturally romantic working of the leaven 
of love in Criseyde is vis! ble from the time oi' her talk with 
pandarus. Then, as has been seen,33 her author. her curiosity, 
her femininity all combine to shape her decision that she will 
play the game hex' uncle proposes. Atter breaking orf the 
first discussion with him i*or a while and speaking of sundry 
things, she suddenly reveals the whole working of her mind in 
one sentenceJ u'Oan he weI speke ot love?' quod ahe, 'I preye, 
Tel me, to'¥! I the bet me ahal purveye. , .. 34. Just what bel" know-
ing that will do for her better estimation ot the s1 tuat10n 1s a 
mrstery known only to woman. No wonder Pandarus ua litel gan 
to amy-Ie, -35 knowing that the woman's nature was at work to 
hatch his plot for h.im. 
Neither he nor the reader seems to be Justified in 
callinG Cr1seyde a sehem,or in the sense that ehs coldly pre .... 
meditated all that would follow. BUt she is human, and capable 
like any human of self-deception. And it is self-deoeption! 
for Cr1seyde plays her romantic game with herself more than 
with anyone else, enjoying herBell' f'wno'UsIy,,36 never directly. 
-
33 pp. 33-.34. 
34 II. 503-504. 204. 
3$ II. $05. 204. 
36 Shelly a ·She takes such delight in playing the 
game of love as to be Willing to prolong it in ordel" to savor 
adverting to the tact thut 8118 herself is juat as much ~volvsd 
in her delightful little plays as those against whom she calls 
them. 37 She makes a large point of oonsidering herself as 
mistress ot Troilus. destiny, not admitting until the last 
minute that she has tor some time been as muoh a servant as a 
mistress. Trollus bids her yield to him at that last moment. 
Crlsayde, perhaps partly from pride, but mostly from a olear 
realization of the facts, says, "Ne badds I er now. rrry swete 
herte dare, Ben yolde, Y-l'Iis. I were now not here' n38 Aside 
from these words, ~anting thnt she did not know the ciroum-
stances under wl~ch tho end would come to pass, it would seem 
verr unlilcely that Criseyde did not have at least some sus-
picion of what she was getting into. She 1meVl her own beauty, 
1mew someth.1na. ot the circumstances, and could not have been 
too much surprised when ffshe him .reI te hire in his armes 
folde. n39 She quakes like an aspen leaf'. to be sure. but not 
I. 
ita tasoination to the full." (Shelly, ~ Liv1nS Chauoe~1 
118). 
31 The position here adopted 1s medial between that 
or ShellY and that of Speirs, who says, "These are the gruabol-
lings or a creature unconsoiously oaught in the oontrivances, 
ot Pandarus and Fortune. ff (Spell'S, Chauoer the Make£, 6l.t-). 
A.ccording to Speirs, Criseyde has no:m1ng a~""'i11 to CIo with her 
fate; according to Shelly, she has eV6X7'thing, human nature 
nothing. 
38 III. 1210.1211, 281. 
39 III, 1201, 281. 
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trom. dread or surprise. The phenomenon is not uncommon in 
modern womants magazine short stories. 
The galU6 Cri'seyde :plays with herself is ShOVID line 
by line as the story moves on from her first m.eeting with Pan-
darus. She runs through all the objeotions to her giving h~r 
love to TrOilus.4D then in effeot throws them all out the win-
dow \11 th 'a song of love and a going-otf ... to-sleep by the song of 
the nightingale. 
On the morrow, Pandarus brings Troilus f letter, Hls 
nieoe is 'obdurate, making two hardy reterences to he~ insecure 
position, telling 1~ to take the letter back where it Cam$ 
from. A tow lines an, having had the letter thrust upon her, 
she sm11es, is happY', sa.ys she will not write any answer, reads 
the letter and l7rltes her answer. It is a revelation of femin-
ine nature. Atter such transpirlngs it is a wonder that eris-
eyde doeS not ad.1111 t openly that she 1s less in control of the 
situation than she pretends to be. But to the praise ot Chau-
oer as a humanist, and all the cou~tly romanticists, ahe is 
perfectly natural in her reaction--1t could be 80 with any 
woman placed in analogous oiro'l.llDStanoEUh Natural also in the 
oourtly tradition is the taot that in the letter she promises 
v&ry little; j-a.:;.t; 1)11ough to keep hope alive, namely, "as his 
--
auster, him-- to plese it n4J. 
criseyde beoomes more openly am.enable to the program 
as time goes on. Trollus rides by again and she pities him. 
In the best courtly sentiment l'andarua speaks, 
• • • 'noca, I pray yow hertel,., 
Tel me that I shal axen lOW a lyte. 
A womman, that were of his deeth to v~e. 
With-outen his gilt, but tor hir lakked routhe. 
Were it weI doon?' 
liot even waiting tor -the end of the line she says, "'Nay, by 
my trouthel t n42 
Clw:u.cer in relating Pandarus t second visit, adds 
one small section of rea11s tic flavor43 which indeed 1s worthy 
of the oanterburl Tales. But it is worth noting tor the pur-
poses of these considerations that the rest of tho passages 
that' are added by him in this sect1o~ 44 and indeed the rest 
ot this very passage, are much less reminiscent of the Chaucer 
who ls'contmOnll lauded as 'realistio t and 'modern' than ot the' 
medieval romanticist. 
aa 
41 II, 171.80$, 213-214. 
42 II, 1277-1281, 229. 
4J II, 1104-1109, 223. 
44 L.!.., passages not to be found in germ in his £. '1I}totes to Tro11us tt in Slreat, Boetpius 'lroi1u,s,t 
Characteristic ot the state or mind ot the lady in 
the later part ot tho second book is her remark concerning the 
ailing Troilus. made while the others are speaking of his sIck .. 
ness. It shows the dominion ahe kn.oW'S herself to have over 
him in aocordance with the rules ot the game of love. "But 
there sat oon. &1 list hir nought to teehe, That thoughte, best 
coude I yet been his 16c116. fJ4-5 It is merely the advanoed stage 
ot that state or mind she was in earlier in the arune book, til 
state already mentioned, \1hen she accepter with satisfaction 
the tact ... a solemn convention to courtly lovers--thut Troilua 
was lia.ble to cast himself into a mont for her sake at any 
moment, since "smell. is love, and eek m;1n aventure. tJj;.6 
It is in another passage, a pa.ssage nea.r the begin-
mug of the third book tor which there is no bing in Chaucer f s 
sources, that oriseyde gives certain indioation of what the end 
will be. After the usual demands tor assurance or her honor. 
she tru!OS Troilus asher offioial knight: 
. t. 
With that she gan hir eyen on him caste 
Fu1 es11}' t and tul debonairly, 
Avysing hir, and hyed not to taste 
With never a word. but sayda him sottely. 
tMy,n honour saut. I wol weI 'trewely, 
And in snoh fOrIna as he can now dw:rse. 
Reoeyven him tully to 'f.rr1 servyse • 
. ~ . 
45 II, 1$81-1582. 238. 
46 II, 741, 212. 
• 
rr-· ---------, 
Biseech1ng him., tor goddes love, that he 
~blde, in honour ot trouth and gentilesse, 
As I wel mene, eelt m.ama wel to me, 
And myn honour, with Wit and besinesse, 
.A:3' kape) and it: I may don him gladnesse, 
From hennes-forth, y-w1s, I nil not rayne i 47 
Now heath 1.1 hool, no langer ya ne pleyne.' 
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Knowing already thesign1.ticance ot the use or "honor" in the 
oourtly oode, it is not dlffioult to realize what this me~lS. 
Criseyde realizes what it means. though. it would not be proper 
to expect that she admit anything openl;,r. or even to hersel.t 
in formulated terms. She says, 
'And shortly, dere herte and 1.1 my knight, 
Beth glad, and draweth yow to lustiness, 
And I ahal trawely, withal my might, 
Your blttre taman 0.1 in-to 8wetnesse, 
I.t I be she that may ;,row do gladnesse, 
For flVery wo y0 ahal recovere a blisse t l. ~ 
And him in ames took, and ga.~ him ldsse."!-V 
This 1s to be nQ long distanoe love affair, that is oertain. 
Tb.e end 1s sure, and Pandarus Imows it: 
fInraortal god' quod he, 'that mayst nought dyen, 
CUpido I meme, ot this mayst glorify., 
And Venus, thou mayst :make melody's, 
With-outen hond. me semeth that in towne, t., 
:For this merveyle, I here ech belle Bowne. t,+9 
Oriseyde demands only one thing, that her due rights 
according to the rules of the g~e be allowed. 
_. I 
47 III, 155-168, 249. 
48 III, 176-182, 249. 
49 III, 18$-189. 250. 
'BUt nathelees, this warne I yow,' quod ahe, 
fA Idnges sone al-though .,e be, "--\'118, 
Ye shul na ... m.ore have soverainetee 
or me in love, than right in that oas is, 
11e I nil torbere .. it that ye doon a.-mis, 
To wrathen yow, and whyl that yG me Ilt;rve, 
Cheryoen yow right after yG deserve.~ 
Griseyda has tor all practioal purposes done her 
tinal yielding already, as she admits in the external act ot 
yielding, tINe hadde I eX' now. • • • uS1 Acoording to the rules 
sbe should have been allowed to ohoose the time ot her external 
yielding; that was denied her. But it shows her deeper mot! .. 
vation, tl~ purely natural one of sexual attraction, in that 
she was so willing to give up these demands for tail" play. It 
may be argued that she oould do little else under the conditions 
as they finally evolved, but the point 1s simply that trom all 
anterior and posterior evidences, she would not have wanted to 
do anything else; nor did she then. She 1s brought down to 
realIty just a little before the desired time, in the end she 
1mpllci tly agrees that the prepara.tions have taken long enough. 
Cl'lseyde's discussion with. Pandarus previ()\ls to their 
going to his house is a masterful touch for building up expec-
tation and suspense. Chauc.er has made this romance so appealing 
as opposed to other romances ot the type, simply by bringing 
50 III, 169-17" 249. 
51 III. 1210, 281. 
L 
GUt most effeotively the realistic elements of the courtly 
oode. 'Ihis is not a reference to the "typical tt Chaueerian 
touohes which occur here and there, of course. ~~ey transcend 
tbe romantic entirely. It is in the union of romantic and 
realistic, noted already, that he consistently excels. In this 
,cene it 1s evident that oriseydets mind 1s on T'roilus. With-
out any provooation. she 'whispers to her uncle, questiOning 
whether Troilus 1s at his home.52 lIe 01.' oourse deceives her. 
Had he not done so, she would have been kept from going there 
by her ladylike reserve. BUt he does deceive hal', and she goes • 
.From then onward, to every added phas.e in PandlU"tlS t story she 
reacts in the aooeptable manner, anguished at the thou[~t that 
she be considered false, then building up suspense by her re-
serve, finally agreeing to see 1'roilus" her honor being assnred, 
for his pleasure.53 
This 1s the story of the first half of the Troll!!! 
as tar as Cris6yde 1s concerned. She is shown acting primarily 
from the natural motive, but always aocording to the rules ot 
courtly love. That is typical ot the courtly rrn~ce. exoept 
that in this one Chaucer makes the formalities seem more prob-
able by revealing the humanness of his heroine and her uncle; 
-
.. 
52 III, $68 .... >69. 261. 
$.3 III, 944-945. 273. 
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.specially by making the reader believG_ as is indeed true. 
that people could aotually 6Ojoy such a gmne. Although the 
JIlot1ves that drive Tro11us al'$ in the large the same as those 
1Jnpolling Criseyde, Trollus shows none ot the more ordinary 
_ans or manifesting them, and so seems to the nlodel"n reader 
more or less impossible. E1s actions have more of the tinge ot 
traditional ritual, Oriseyde's and pandarus t those of an 
imaginative but modern world. Troilus speaks Gothic, the 
others spea.k lttddle English, which 1s at least understandable. 
EspeCially to be noted here is the negative motivation 
that Criseyde uses for keeping out of the entanglement with 
Troilus. She is atra,id. She tea.rs .for her honor and for her 
seourity in Troy. She wishes to retain her liberty. These 
two motives, consistent with her are reducible ultimately to 
utilitarianism.. She would stay away ~om Tro1lus beoause it is 
easier and more useful to do so. Added to these is the motive 
of reluotance.. of reserve. This is traditional with the 
oourtly oode. 
It is to the oharacteristics ot Criseyde examined in 
this chapter, and espeoially to the manner in Which Chauoer 
has portrayed them, the the points of theory de~eloped in 
Chapter I will now be applied. The chapter here completed 
exemplifies in the oase of Criseyde the more general conclusion 
at: Chapter II ooncerning tl:l.e essentially romantic nature of 

GRAPT1.:1R V 
AN ARTISTIC ERROR 
Tl'l.S introductIon ot the term, "morali tyft ina work on 
11 terary or1 ticism tends to caUse a vague 'Ulll'est in the read.er. 
It is well first to dispel any such unrest. As an introduction 
some words of Maoaulay and Col.eridge can be considered. :F.1rst. 
Macaulay = 
In the name of art, 0.5 well as in the nuroo of virtue,. 
we protest against the prin.eip10 that the Vlorld of pure 
oomedy is one into which no moral enters. It comedy be 
an imitation, under whatEW0r convel1tions, of real l1.fe, 
how 1s it possible that it can have no rei'erence to the 
great rule which directs 11fe, and to ftel1ngs which are 
oalled forth by every incident ot I1fe •. 
Then Col.eridg$, in his es.sr.~y O"fl Shakespeare t 
-. 
Keeplngat all times in the high road of l1te. [~c, .... -
a paragraph topic,] Shakespeatte has no innocent 
adulteries, no interesting incests. no virtuous vice, 
he never renders tl1At amiable which religion and reason 
alike teaoh us. to detest, or clothes impurity 1l'1 the 
garb of virtue. • •• In Shakespeare vice never walks 
in the twilight; nothing 18 purposely out ot place, ~e 
inverts not tha order of nature and propriety. • • • 
1. Thomas Babington l.oaulay, "The Comedy ot tho 
Restoration, 11 Q£l\,ttsa.l Es,saIs,. 361. 
2 samuel Ta.ylor Colerid.ge, "Shakespeare, Sf ~b1~., 
~--------------------------, 
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~ words "reason 11 and "nature tt are noteworthy'. The scb.olas tic 
definition of ethics or moral philosophy'; brinGs out two facts: 
1t is a soience concel"'ned with the free acts of human beings, 
and :1 t is a. philosophic science in the strict sense 01' the 
word '!philosophy"; that is, it is pursued vdthout aid tram 
revelation. The discussion ot natural religion is indeed a 
bran.eh ot ethics, but ot no relevance here. It is regrettable 
that many of the authors who speak or the question of moral! ty 
1n art--i t alrllost seems especially with reference to this poem 
_-tend to confuse the idea of morality with that of revea.led 
religlon).J. The point will arise again shortly. Even a number 
.3 Of. Brosnahan, ~th1es. 19-28. 
4 I... revealed religion t and other phenomena. A 
curious blending of tour meanings o.e mori!'rty are to be found 
1n the following passage. It includes the idea ot religion as 
morality, hints ot true morality (implied by conscienee), 
social and individual utilitarianiam. '!'he selection begins 
with a presentation of opinions other than those ot the author 
quoted, then goes on to give his own. "Yet it may be asl{ed 
whether her own indifference to moral issues [criseydels] does 
not entirely exonerate her trom gut 1 t. She sees no wrong in 
loving Troilus. 'SUch is the way ot an adulterous woman, t 
says the Book of Proverbs, 'she eateth, and wioeth her mouth, 
and sa1th;-tI' tUi've' (lone no wickedness. t Oris61de is not a-
dulterous, and she is aware that there 1s something wrong about 
giving herself to h'1X' lover. She onee rebuked Panda:rus, as 
we L.a.ve seen, for counselling her to love, when he should be 
the f'irst to refuse her the privilege. Her indifferenoe means 
simply that she intends to be a law to herself, and that cer-
tainly doee not exouse her. She knew the social standard of 
her t:t:me. tf (Howard Rollin Patch, On RereadinlS Chaucer, Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1939, 81-82; brackeu 'by author 01 thIs paper.) 
of scholastic authors fail to m.a.ke a very im.portant and perhaps 
toO obvious distinction which calls to attention the two leg1 ti-
~te but definitoly separate phases of morality .in the art 
question. DeV.ulf does llmke the distinction. Speald.ng at the 
bagiIlllinC; ota. now chapter of the rna ttor just troa ted in tho 
last, he says. 
'l'here. it was a question of the aesthet1.~ value in art 
of morality, proposed as objeot or oontenlplatlon.,. I:iere, 
we are considering th.e moral value of the aesthetic 
aotivity when one suboraInaues it to ends freely ohosen. 
It is easl1y seen that this second problem, the moral 
one. must be solved acoording to the princlI?las propex' 
to the moral soience.~ 
Here it is & question of solving a given moral problem by the 
principles of aesthetics, W'.ld not by those ot ethics. llowever, 
in order to handle fac1l1y suoh a problem or situation or state 
if it 1s presented, 1t is necessary to llave clearly in mind 
the exact nature of morality, and of its relation to art. 
First 1 t may be noted that poetry is an Iulitation of 
huraan aation. Morality 18 O0l1CE'n:-ned with human actions. One 
should Indeed be surprised 1t +.here WGre no connection between 
the two. 
• .. d 
;} De Wul!', Al't Et Beaut'_ 126. uta 11 s *agi$salt 
de 1& valeur estp.6ti9u.e"'"(l6 Ii" morailt' da.rls 1 'art, proposee 
comma objet a !a perception contemplative. Ie1 on considere 
In val~ur morale de ltaotlvlt~ eath6tlque quand on 1& Bubor-
dOlUle a des tins llbrement ohoisles. Or, qui no volt que os 
second problema, relevant de 1a morale, dolt se resoudre 
d f apr6s les pr1ncipes propres II cetts scienee?" 
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Beauty in art derives from perfectly ordered aetiv1. 
ty,6 a.ctivity, that is, which is perfectly suited to bring the 
JUltUt'e fI")!ll W.h.ich it flows to the end for whioh that natura 1s 
by its Creator ordained. V~t in oommon with all creatures, 
bas as his last end, God. It might be useful to quote again a 
seotion from the Stm'lID.a already quoted,7 tor 1 t is applicable 
here in a different sense~ 
The entire universe, with all its parts, 1s ordained 
towards God as its end, inasmuch as it i!rJ. ta tes, as 1 t 
were, and shoVls forth the Divine Goodnedd. to the Glory 
ot God. Reasonable oreatures, however, have in some 
special and higher nuL~er C~d QS their and. since they 
oan atta1n to rrsm by their own operations, by knovd.ng 
and lOVinG II1m. 
FLtrthe:r:more, man 1s f1 tted. to judge of the ap)ropriateness of 
t11.ese aotions for the !1.tta1n1ns of the. end p'V'oposed. 
D1v;tr ... e providence bas endowed men with a natural tri-
bunal ot reason, to be the ruling principle of their 
proper activities. BUt natural prinoiples are ordained 
to natural purposes. !here are oertain activities 
naturally suited to man, al'ld t11,686 aotivities are9in themselves right, and not merely by pos1 tiV6 law. 
There are certain acts proper to a hm~ being, by which he 
• 1 p. .) 
6 set. PP. 10 ... 11. 
7 P. ll. 
8 Aquinas, ~ 1_, I-I, 65, 2 0., SUmma, ;rp.~olOi~?a, 
t1 terall:; Translated, 32b_. 
9 Aquinas, ~fI' g.., III, 129, 2, Of ~ and His 
Creo.tu.r:eR' An Annotated Tl'anslation of the ~ Cont~ ~ ... 
tiles, or Saint Thomas Aquinas, by J. Ri8ka~y, s. 3., st. Lotus. 
195~, 291-292 • 
... 
------------------.. --........-
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attains to his !¥-tm·al end, Which are in themselves right, and 
he is equipped to judge which these are. A.nd quite the con-
trary, there a.re S01:lla which are in themselves 'fJron.e" and that 
not merely by any positive 1aw.10 
Wherein does an artist· eXT artistically with re:f'er-
enes to such aetions, Oertainly not simply by presenting them 
Ul his work." It is qUite possible that he may fall into a 
moral error ill some casas by doing so, tor as Mar1 tam notes~ 
referring to the artist, MFor the man working. the work to be 
done i tsel! c<:nl'les into the li:ue. of moral! ty, and so is merely 
a. means.«ll In question here 1s the "mgral value or the ae-
sthetic activity," as De Vmlt puts It.12 The eonsldaratlon 0: 
such a morally wrong act may be illioit for the artist or the 
art-enthusiast beoause :1 t is a means which leads him away trom 
his u1tl~ate end, ~ather than towards it. In other warda. it 
may be €A sin. 
As the distinction cited from De Wult wauld indi-
•• 
10 ". _ • the morally right is the conformity of 
volitional aotions as suoh to the norm which 1$ by nature 
appropriate to the will.. The tel"m "wrong" gives the aame 
evidence. Allied by etymology with the partic.iple "wrung" it 
primarily signifies that whioh 1s wrung aside or twisted from 
its direction .. scope or ttpe. n (Brosnahan, Ethios, 80). 
11 Me.rlta.1n, ff~t and MOrality, n Art and SOholast1-
....................... 
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oate,13 bad moral 1n~11catlons ot such artistic treatment are 
~t necessarily bad artistic implications. Artistioally the 
.ork is irreproachable it the artist dOGS not show what pur-
ports to be a human act--that is, the tree-vdll act of a 
creature endowed with and using reason .... ·so as to leave out an 
absolute necessary ooncom1t~t of tllat act.14~ 
IiA analog:y fron substu.ntla.l .forms or natures (the 
same principles hold for tpelr artistio rep~e8entation). would 
be to represent man as if he \'ere an angel or a dog. It is 
simply to say that a thing is different trom what it really is, 
to say it in painting or poetry or sculpture. ~ery moral act 
has three aspeots that must be considered when it is imitated. 
First, with reference to the actual internal volitional act •• 
what mig...~t be tern10d the moral aot proper-there are two re .. 
lat10nal aspects to be properly portrayed, that of the a.ct to 
the subjeotive principle by which it is elicited, and that ot 
the aot to th~ norm of goodness. the objective principle, the 
end or soope.15 Seoond. the external aot must be represented 
properly in its relation to its end in the soheme ot creation • 
. In portraying the internal act as related to its 
t't .. , . 
13 Ibid.. 
• ! 
14 gt. Gbapter II. p. 16. 
l~ .~. Br~!.t:lahan'l.i?hic., 217. 
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subjective principle t(le author must tal thtully portray the 
workings at the huraan intellect and will in the placing of the 
act. If anartiatwere to portray a persoll as acting con-
sistontly in an amoral manners that is, acting in such a way 
as to sho1'l absolutely no real d.1stinction between good and evil, 
he would probably be guilty 01' poor imitation, sinoe it is 
questionable whether such individuals enst.16 This consider-
ation of the relation of the act to the subjective prinoiple 
would provide matter for muoh interesting speoulation with re-
spect to CriseydeJ however, it must be passed over here for 
lack of space. 
The Inatter of concern in tb.:i.s paper is luore particu-
larly the imitation by Chaucer of the relation of the act--
in this case of the intemal act corresponding to the sexual 
act--to the absolute norm or end. The actual ultimate norm or 
ond ot this act, as n. mora.l act tl:w.t 1s e1 thor good or 'bad., 
aside from all consideratIons on the part 01' Criseyde or any-
one else, 1s God !:I1mselt. Bad artistic presentation of it 
would occur if it were portrayed as not related to that end, 
or.-in a negative ws.;r .... 11" vvhat would ordinarily be an objective 
sin were portrayed as a good thins_ 
Also of ooncel'n 1$ the 1m! tati on of the extel'nal or 
L II 
16 21". Brosnahan, Ethics, 180. 
L 
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'turperate,,17 act. lJ:ne primary end of tho sexual act is the 
pl'OPagat1ng ot ohildren. It would be poor imitation to portray 
it as excluding this end.18 
Tl:w question here then 1s, "Does Cha.ucer make either 
or these latter wrong portrayals in the .Tr011us' 
Pert of Chapter II has been devoted to showing that 
the Troilu8 was tmdertaken and written by Chaucer as a romanoe. 
Chapter III shows how Cr1seyde is consistent with tha.t under-
taking of her creator in the first half of the work. Her re-
luctanoe is partly due to the oourtly code, partly to utili-
tarian fear tor her honor and for her security in Troy.19 So 
little have these latter to do with real mora11ty 20 that the 
overcoming of them is celebrated as an act ot religion to 
Venus and CUpido. The 01 tation hasalread:; been given, 
.Immortal godJ ••• that mayst nought dyen, 
CUp!de I mane, of this mayst glorltye; 
And Venus, thou mayst make melodye, 
Witb.outen hand, mo semeth that in towne, 
For this merve;rle, I here Goh belle sowne.21 
Pandarus 1 e the witness of cr1seyde t 8 de clara t1 on ot fa1 tl1 in 
17 Ibid., 19S, tor a further discussion of 
-
this term. 
18 or. 
-
Brosnahan, Ethic •• 304. 
19 Sit.. Chapter IV and SUl'rltnary', p. 64. 
20 ot. 
-
note 26, PP. 52.53. 
21 Ill, 185, to 189, 250, 0.''- p. 60. 
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the religion of Venus,22 and the eonsU1'l1nla.tlon of the amour is 
the hiGh aot ot this religion.23 
What is happening in this courtly romance is exaotly 
that double wrong portrayai in question above. ~~rst. the 
artistic lnisrepresentation of the end ot the internal act. The 
ond ot the aot is not here the true ultimate end of man; it is 
cupido. Seoond, the end ot the external act is not the propa-
gation ot the raoe. it ia pleasure, and nothing lUOre. It is ita 
end and heaven in 1 tselt-.or 1 ts ilmlediate consequences--" Ohute 
remarks.~ Chesterton expresses the idea when referring to a 
Victorian revival ot roman.tie love I 
This rellgion of romantic love had til latelY' all 
the advantages, and has now all the disadvantages, ot 
having been· l"$vlved by the Victorians. • Love is Enough t, 
which was the title of one ot ~'111iam :Morrle's plays, 
might ~'£e been the mottto ot a.ll Vil111am }\!orris fa 
period. :;, 
The presents. t1 on ot these two aspects ot the Whole 
act in such a manner necessarily affects the portra.yal ot the 
act. tor they are relational aspects inseparable .from the 
22 For that declaration of. III, 155-168, 249) 
oi ted on p. 60. -
23 Chute, opaucer Of Eflsland. 73, 15-76. 
24 Chute, qhaueep e£Eh&land. 75. 
25 Chesterton, CA!uoer. 143. 
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aot • 26 FUrther, as the specific aot is the act of Criseyde, 
it is ultirl'Ultely she 'lJyho is mis-portrayed. And sinoe she is 
such an 1mportnn t part of the poem. the whole \¥orlt sufters. 
Aotually ,the aot is portrayed through the words and aotions of 
everyone concerned; tb.e diBcussion has beerl li:m1 ted to 0,."18-
eyde tor purposes of simplicity in treatment and applioation. 
It may be noted parenthetically that such s. portrayal 
of the objective aspeots of an act have a neoessary influenoe on 
the subjective attitudes of the oharacter in who.m ~le act i~ 
heres. Crlseyde cannot be nearly as fine a woman under the re-
strictions ot the oourtly code--even with all her smaller sorts 
of pleasantness •• as she oould beact1ng free ot its influenoe. 
The next c~~pt0r will have reference to this question. 
The last section ot the T;ro~lUS, as has been noted 
in Chapter II!, g1ves the p:voper relationships. That last 
section, howeva~, 1s not what Chaucerts intention was directed 
to\vard, nor is 1 t what his heart a.nd. attontion we:ve tixed upon 
as he wrote. Unless one has the same spirit as the Christian 
one which is there expressed, the l'oost those lines will call 
forth is a. remark on how natural or sincere or eVen passionate 
they are as they come from Ohaucerts pen. BUt unless one is 
strongly inclined to the ultra-1ntellectual, he w111 not con-
- J U " 
---------- ---------
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sider JUQrJ.ng'" the whole by that very small pa.rt.27 
This is all just a way o£ saying once more that the 
T,roilus is not a unified work. It should not seem strange to 
-
find it so, coming as it does out of an age when the ideals of 
Christian ollast1ty and those of the cult of Venus could exist 
side bY' side, not, most assuredly, in praotice, but most as-
suredly on the 11 teltG.l7 page. 
Professor Kittredge has a pa.ragraph dealing v,dth the 
mtltter of unity thnt will be interesting to consid.er, in the 
light of what was said in Chapter III. 
The tone does not ohange. The faithful devotion 
of Tl"oilus is represented as the highest ot virtues, 
and the treason ofC'resslda as the !uost heinoun ot 
cr~~es, still trom the point of view of the cluvalric 
COdth Yet we come more s.:nd 1110l"e to suspect that ~1-
lus was right in his t1~t opinion} that the principles 
of tl'l.e code are aom.eho\"l unsoundJ that the god of love 
1s not a master whom his servants can trust. And then, 
suddenly, at the end of the poem., when the death ot 
Troilus has .been chronicled, and his soul has taken 
its flight to the seventh sphere, the great $~pathet1c 
1ronlat drops his mask, and we .f1nd that he has onee 
more been studying human lifo trom the point or view 
or a ru.ling passion, and that he has no solution eX-
eept to repudiate the unmor~S and unsoc1al system which 
he has pretended to uphold. 
"Has no altemative tt might be said in plaee ot "hac no solu-
tion. t. This point Will be handled more a.t length in the next 
chapter. A change in tone is noticeable, as will be shown 
an r r, II u .' 
27 C,t,. p. 31,1-. 
28 K1 ttredge, Chau;(u~r flPjq ~s Poetrz, llt3. 
~~e if one watches Criseyde and her creator oarefully. But 
it is 0. change to which Chaucer was forced deap! te his adoption 
of the courtly oode for the body of the story. It 1s the 
rOfll1stlo astlerting itself and demanding acknowledgement; it 
is Chaucer fighting conscience and art. The realistic Kitt-
"dee can S$G that a ohange is demanded, but. like stroud. he 
JDa,kes it an intended. change. He mtakas it a study.. He makes 
Chaucer. in effeot, a modem. abaueer was a modern medieval .. 
but tht; "modern'· is only a modifier. saying the same thine in 
a. converse mwmer. tlVJh.l1e nine-tenths 01' his mlld made him a 
oitizen of tho old Gllxpirf> ot Christendom, there was another 
tenth of' his mind, and 1 twas begi.nning to tell.29 In the 
lto11US, as has been demonstrated, the first half of the story 
is an artistic presentation of courtly love.. Chau.cer Ineant to 
unify it with the s600nd half' as a med1eval tragedy.,30 (That 
would have been quite in oonl~orm1ty with tho literary temper 
of the times, for th.$ thought of vmat ndgh.t have been was quite 
a.s haunting to tho medieval mind as it 1s to that of the 
modem). E'1nally. 11$ meant what he said in the closing lines, 
but he had no artistic unity in rnlnd when he wrote them, nor 
had he intended them as the artistio climax of the work. Their 
29 Chesterton, 9~~6r. 180 • 
.30 Tp011us,!!2. o.t~$eld~lod. Goffin. xi. 
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tone is entirely different from the tone o!' the passago whioh 
Professor 1\1 ttredg9 l!Quld make the point. of un1 ty in the piece, 
that of the scoffing Troilua in the fit-st book.)l Tro11us 
there 1s a sinner against the code_ and Obviously one to be 
reprobated. ftO blinde world, 0 blinds entenoiounJ How otta 
.t'alleth al thetfeet oontraire Of, sUt'quit.lryo und foul pre-
sumpcioun ... )2 Chauoer at the end of the worl! is reprobating 
the oode. The bu.rde:l.1 ofproot rests with :FTotessor Kittredge, 
to show just how the tone at the beginning is like that at the 
end. All the textual indioations seem to be tmvard the exact 
The criticism ooncerning Chaueerts erroneous portrayal 
of the xllOI'al act pertain to a:ny true o~tl~r I'onlanoe. But in 
a special way an aoousing word may b<> direoted at Cll.allcer, 
paradoxically enoug...lJ., beoause ot his very genius. It is not 
that his work is worse beoause better might have boen e.."tpeeted 
of him. Once again, it 1s beoause o~ what he has actuallr done 
here in the work in question. 
The mds-portra,yals oommented upon, onoe noticed at 
all, do not rea.lly nG&d to be indioated further, in view of the 
*, I 
.31 I, 185-205. 159 • 
.32 I, 211-213, 159. 
~.~ ---------------------------. 
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taot that Chaucer plays them up by way of oontrast. lad Oris-
erde boan a beast, no m.ol"al 1m:plicatioIW would have been ex-
pected ot: her or lwl" acts. However, Chaucer in a superb way 
taakes it obvious that she 114 supposed to be huntan. Be paints 
in her phases of hut'lSn nature that in them.se1vos express It1UOh 
beauty. But by the very fact that he a(H~$ntuates tlwse qWlU. 
ties, he accentuates the diSpl"'oport1on between wl"..at criseyde 
is su:?posed to 'be and what she is; between the good quallt.1es 
of a woman .. -1n all her completeness of substance and aoeiden't.-
and the ah~enee of qualities that go to lnake a woman. 
BGauty, of COUl"S0. tlov/s from the t'onn. But as a 
tine set of na tu.rally be·autlful teeth seem more d1 st'1gu.red by 
tho absence of ona tooth in the middle than would a double line 
of yellowed snags, so the form of: t~..e Whole criseyde seems more 
disfigured by the ;romantic treatment than \vould the tOrlU of 
some lesser woman, and precisely because of her excellence. 
Says Eric 0111, 
rsaeauty consists in due proportion and the word 
tdUe' signifIes a debr,;-so that to say that a certain 
thing bas due proportion signifies that it has the pro-
portion dust to :1 t ... ·tho prO'portion which :1 t ouPli.t to 
have on account of its being what it 1s ••• ;J~ 
Griseyde, judging from the other things that Chaucer says or 
or. ought to be an ex.emplary woman. 
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This special or! tiois:m of Cb.au.cer holds when. cr1seyde 
is considered. from all points of view. Considered rrom special 
oncs, .in some of her separate actions. she is a vlonderful 
oroat:i..on. Chaucer Was at once a rolnanticist and a realist, 
and as has 'DeEm noted, he meYI hOVl best to deal with the rea .... 
listic aspects of romantioism. In his applioation of these 
talents for realism to crisoyde, he has produced a figure \~O 
tar excels the rest of the romantic soror! ty of her time. a":le 
1s, as Sholly renuil.:.t"ks, "one of the il'l3rtlOrtal ch.ara.Qters 01: 
f1ct:1.on. n34 T'.lle:re is a spot in the second book l/here C'naUOer's 
realism and LrJ..'UOr. the modern ldnd, break throue,ll the restraint 
of the courtly l'llIlllner and !llake Or1seyde remark on the absurd! t1 
ot the idea or her-wold. vddow 4.\6 ahe ls"" ... tal11ng in love. 
tA' t~d torbedeJ f quod she, ''be yo mad? 
Is that a rideres l"1f, so god you save? 
By God, ya makan me r:Lght sore a-d.rad, 
Ye ben so wilde. 1 t sem&th as "Ie ravel 
It sets me wel bet a1 in a cave 
To bldde, and red.a on holy seyntes lyves. 
Lat maydens gon to da:unce, and. yonge W':;vee. ,35 
This mus t have beon spoken by some ;,young widow Chaucer knew 
d courted as a young man, so lively is it. It in the sort 
r passage that 1n$pires the modern oritic to look tor otllOr 
3l.f.. Shelly, Tbe, W: v1n,a Cba}leFJF.., 112. 
35 II, 113-119. 192. 
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.,dern traits in the author. One wonders what a man who could 
,r,r1te so tar beyond his age Vlould have written had he been 
bOrn beyond his age, 'born today. Perhaps he would have been 
a8 tar again beyond this age. 
Chapter IV stopped with the analysis 01' Crlseyde t s 
character as developed to the t11d-po1nt of the poem. The 
chapter to tollow tJ:w present one will continue that analysis., 
and draw from the data as Chaucer presents it Curther can-
clusions or Chapter II conoerning the essentially romantic 
na ture ot Chaucer 1 s approach to the poem. In that sense it 113 
a complement to Chapter IV in its corroboration o~ these can. 
elusions. Aside from this, however, the next chap tel" is meant 
to clarl~l the state ot Chaucer's raind as he drew olose to the 
end ot the poem. Chesterton says that flwhen Troilus was aotu-
ally dead and done with, the poet suddenly turned and spat all 
these things the thing involved in the Gode of love out ot 
his mouth.u36 Kemp Malone would have it that Ohaucer, in 
writing his ending as he dId, "followed a familiar and deeply 
rooted medieval literary oonvention, that of the religious 
ending. «37 And of the same ending Goffin writes, "no one who 
36 Chesterton, gp.auoeF_ 255. 
37 Kemp Malone, g~Rters gn Cha~o~r, Baltimore, 
951. 139. 
~' 
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cornes on this epilogue a.tter reading the poem throug;h teels it 
to be in any way impertinent, or tacked on as anatterthought. 
For throughout the poem, in spite of Pandarus, and ot all its 
wnP1e variety, there is ••• a sort of undercurrent of pl~lo­
sophic ar&~ont.ff38 
In view ot such a divergence ot opinion on the 
point, it see1.llt:S advisable to study the text to see what this 
'philosophic underourrent' may be, or whether it mar be. It 
1s not present to any notioeable degree in the first halt ot 
the work, it the analysis of Chapter IV be correct. It may 
be possible, hO,,"lever, that there are undercurrents in the 
later books ot the poem that usually go unnoticed 111 the eon-
scious romantic flow, undercurrents that point toward a per-
haps SUb-conscious artistic realization on Chaucer'apart •• 
moving toward consciousness with the progress ot the sto:ry ..... ot 
the weaknesses of romantic literature. 
"Q a.r! • I. , 
CHAPTER VI 
CHAUCER'S ARTISTIC GE1~IUS JUSTIFIED 
FUnTI-F&R EVIDEUCE OF DISmUTY 
Perhaps the peak of romantic treatment in T;r.o11~. 
!P!1. Criselda 1s the harrowing session in the fourth book in 
w.bioh Criseyde taints at her lover's teet after much lament. 
lofty promise to starve herself to death, selt-torment, rage 
snd Viae. Into all this she ocoasionally injects an element ot 
pity fOl' Troilus. Her condition or situation at this point has 
become so unfortunate in the light of her adopted oourse that 
she is nmch leas troubled at his danger of death than at her 
OVill discomtort., though she nobly adheres to the vestiges at 
the romantic code. 
'But yet to me his sorwe is muchel more, 
That love him bet than he him ... self, I gesse. 
Allas' for me hath he s\dch hevinesse'l 
• • • this sorwe doubl&th a1 my pe~e. • • • 
And days I wol in certay.ne,' •••• 
Her adopted course has been the romantic one. Chauoer 
or course had her adopt the romantic course to the usual, quite 
r 8f I 
.., 
~osslble extent. But now she has a quite realistic tantrum, 
.. natm ... a1 perturbation .. -natura.l tor anyone 'litho is frustrated 
. in a ohosen course of action. It is a realistic-romantic tan ... 
t~, but after all, the course of aotion was romantic. The 
tantrum over, and the taint, she embarks upon til purely realistic 
program that is later to bring from her the rueful remarlc, 
"prudence, allasl oon o£ thyn eyen three Ue Iakked alway, or 
that I emu here; n meaning" of CO'Urf58, to the Greek oamp.2 The 
ohange is preshadowed by the .flbrupt manner in which she drops 
the fruitless weeping and wailing, and turns to the pleasure 
ot the mo~nt, Whioh she accompanies by a more practical con-
sideration ot the situation: 
tBlt with tlus selve swerd, which that hfarre is, 
My-selve I wolde have alaynJ '-quod she tho. 
'But ho, for we han right "I-now of tlus, 
And late us ~e and streight to bedde go, 
And thore lat Wi! spelten of: our wo. 
For, by the rnorter which that I see brenna, 
Knowe I tul wel that day 1s not :fer henne. ,.3 
A few moments later she has this to say, 
Me thinketh thus, that neither "Ie nor I 
OUghts half this wo to make sldltully. 
For there 1s art y-noVl tor to redresae 
That :ret 1s mis, and sloan this hevinosae.q. 
2 V, 144-74$, 380 • 
.3 v. 1240-1246, 396. 
4 v. 1264-1267. 397. 
_ fUrtively as the woman's desire to have a raan around beean 
to push Criaeyde toward the arms of Trol1us, the opposite de-
,ire to be free ot encumbranoes 1s begilm.1ng to pull her by. 
f,ro11us as a fancy here begins to pass. The love between them 
18 based on selt~gratir1oatlonJ5 selt.gratifioation, become 
~barraasing or too difficult ot aohievement, ceded to the 
stronger motive. In sllOrt. crlseyde leaves the city, protesting 
her love for Trollus and mourning the cessation of their rEt. 
lationsbip • .probably with sincerity, insofar as selfishness 1s 
sincere. She planned by typically feminine wiles to aChieve 
the reunion.6 She finds it no ea,d.er to go back than she .found 
:1 t to keep fr001 leaving. Wi th distnnce 1n space and time. 
the motiVation, based on physical intimacy, grows less and 
less. .Again, she does not retum. 
It 1s easy to see the inetabill tY of the relationship 
between Troilus and Crlseyde, oonsidering the nature of ~l1ng. 
and men. Certainly Chaucer saw it. Chaucer was a man who 
beoame very interested in his obal'D.oters when he felt that the 
atol'Y gave him sufficient lat1 tude to develop them.. and he 
wu, a$ Jla:rChette Chute :remarkl, in love with Criseyde him.-
.a .. •• 
~ st. p. 60. 
6 IV, 1,380.1400. 
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selt • 7 It has been shown in the earlier chapters of this 
paper that Chaucer was artistically uni'air, as it were. to 
cr1seyde in the earlier half of the poem. It is possible that 
the few liberties he took there With the ordinarily sober ro-
mantic med1uu'l made him aware ot the fa.ct, not in his mind as 
much as in his heart. In the latter part of 'i:i!le work, though 
still limited to some extent by tho presentation demanded ot 
bim as a courtly poet, he had an opportunity to make his Cr1a .... 
eyde a little more realistic, really human. SUch humanization 
here implies the oorreot portrayal ot the objective aspect of 
the moral act as disoussed in the preceding chapter, and of the 
external act. EW so portraying these acts, impliCitly or eX-
plicitly. Chaucer would lnake'it possible tor Criseyde to act 
~bjectlvely as men are in tact destined to act. a possibility 
denied her in the full romantic tradit1on.8 Chaucer's sympathy 
or Cr1sGydo, as well as hi.$ intollectual Q'Vlareues·s ot higher 
eautles. may actually lead him, then, no doubt euboonseiously, 
o attempt this h'Ul'4an1zation. Due, however, to the lilni tation 
nt10ned above, it is 1mprobable that he oould ever clearly 
ocomp11sh it in this work--w.1th specific reterence, that is" 
7 Cbnte. abauoe~ 2t i9ilan~1 112. 
8 9.U p. 14. 
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.., 
to criseyde.9 
One obvloua tact in the story ot the departed Cris-
.rile 1s that she did not retUl:'n to Trollua. From the romantic 
viewpoint that 1s her great sin. From a purely everyday view. 
point, it 1s m.erely weakness. But 1t ms.y woll be that with 
the coming of difficulty, Gr1seyde had also begun to realize 
tho instability of her union with '!'roilua, and, as time went 
on, ca.me to see that ;1 t was better broken up, even u1d.$ t"rom 
the accidental difficulties. Not that she necessar1ly came to 
bate Tro11us. In tact, it would probably be much more in keep. 
ingwi th a sympathetic portrayal ot both her and Troilus it 
she were to oome to pity him; he is, after all, still in the 
really d1,ftlcul.t plight into which his folly and her own led. 
him, from which she bas so recently emerged. lIeav:tly tinged 
with romant1clsln# but holding truth. and surely ending with it, 
is the passage 
'But Trol1us, sin I no better may, 
And sL'l that thus departen ye and I, 
Yet preye I god, so yeve yow right good day 
As tor the gentl1este, trewely, 
That ever I say, to se~en te1t~:11y. 
And best can ay hi s lady honour ktlp'9 f ;,..... 
I. " . f 
9 Ohaucer was limited too by the facts of the story 
as he got thettl. trom Boceaccio, tor Bocoaccio fS heroine 1. no 
person to arouse deep sympathy. However, in Crlseyde's re-
jection ot Tro1lus and in bar acceptance oi' Diomede, ChauCer 
may have reoogniaed germs of possibility tor a .... ~ o~l .• telY 
!m.me.n, more oonvincing or at least more sincere C1'1Bltyd.e. 
And with that word she brast anon to wepa. 
'And cortes, yow no haten ahal I never, 
And freendes love, that ahal ye han of me, 
And my good word, &1 mignte I liven ever. 
And trawely, I walde 80ry be 
FOr to seen yow in adversltee. 
And g1lteless, I woot wel, I yow level 
But a1 shal passe; and thus take I my leve. flO 
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This is not Boccaccio, of co'l.trse, and shows all in one Chaucer'. 
romanticism, his sympathetio treatment of Criseyde, his final 
acceptance, on a realistic plane, of the greater plan of the 
universe, at the eventual and necessary triumph of the true 
. 
morality. All indeed shall pass. 
The herald of the time to come is a very def1n1 te 
person in this poem. lI1s n.ame is Diomede. There 1s an ironic 
twist in the faot that just about the appointed ten days after 
Griseyde leaves Troy, indeed, on the tenth eV01ling, just attor 
Diomede's visit, she considers Diomede as a possible pro-
tector.ll Diomede had made ~elf very evident the very first 
day, and ten days 1s quite ample time for a person to do some 
thinking. crlseyde would be thinking durIng these days, for 
her prospective leaving of the camp to rejoin T.roilus was to 
take place at the end ot them. I.t 1s not surprising then that 
she decided. upon something at least, namely a postponement of 
the romantic notion. Nor, in the light of this very rational 
10 V, 1069-1085, 391. 
11 V, 102,3-1029, 389. 
rr----------------. 
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dec1sion, 1s it surprising that upon Diomede's nex.t visit $he 
Is by his pleasant ohatting "retto • • • of the grete ot a1 
1l1r payne. u12 
Di~ede is theoretically every bit as good a man as 
r,roilus, and praotically speaking a good bit bettor, especially 
frOm the point ot view ot a woman 1n an alien atmosphere and 
in a good deal ot mental turmoil. Diomede must have seemed to 
ariseyde like the Rock of Gibraltar, or some ancient Trojan 
parallel to it. There 'flas a pleasant glint ot sUllsbine ott 
him too. He had none ot the excessive fears ot the courtly 
lover I though he had enough ot interest in her to ea t1$.t"y SlLy 
woman. He was a capable talker, with deeds to back up his 
worda. And he soemed to be serious about courting crlseyde. 
Be oames openly to her fatherts tent, and frequently, to visit 
her. He becomes he champion openly, accepts from her various 
tokens which were quite obvious to the eyes ot all: a "pon-
cel"l) Which it was the custom--aa tar as Chauoer was con-
cerned-to wear in a conspicuous plaoe, and what 1s harder to 
hide, a horse.14 In Chaucer's source this animal was original. 
ly Troilus t J and was oaptured from him by Diomede, who then 
• 
12 V, 1036, 390. 
13 V, 1043, 390. 
14 V, 1039, 390. 
,ent it to Criseyde. She, however, told him to keep it by 
bel" tavor.1S Chaucer does not put 1t.tbis way, but implies 
tbat the borse had been in cr1seyde t s possession for some time 
before she returned it as a gift. "And after this the story 
telleth us, That she him "ltd the laire bare stade,. The which 
he ones wan ot Troilus. tt16 
Not only 113 this affair ahoYeboaX'd, but it is quite 
definitely elevated to that level by the wottUU~ herselt in the 
first interview with Diomede. 
':But as to speke of love, ,.-na,. she ae,-de, 
t1 hadde a lord, to whom I wedded was, 
And whos ~ herte &1 wa., til that he dey-de, 
And other love, as helpe me now Pall9.S17 
. There in myn bert. nis, ~ never was.' 
Skeat, in his note to these lines. says that Orl.seyde "11e8, 
boldly. u16 But it bas been seen that it 1s ten days since she 
lett Troilus, whom she never in the. tull sense loved. In such 
& cue, assuming it as most probable that she had in the .full 
sellSe loved her husband, is it not likely that there is much 
more ot the truth in her here than a strictly rom.a.nt1c view-
•. " , II 
15 ~$thius 7:r211'¥'. ed. Skeat, note to V, 1039. 499. 
16 V, 1037-1039, 390. 
11 V, 97~,-978. )88. 
18 ~eth1up lTOt1us. ed. Skeat, note to V, 977,' 499. 
--------------------.............. 
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point would allow? The paragraphs precedine this in her speeoh 
are vary serious and not at all likely to introduce an unmiti-
gated falsehood. unless Oriseyde is a much more hard~ned crimi-
nal than Chaucer has given bis readers reason to believe. 
There 1s no doubt that Griselda, Boecaocio1s heroine, did lie 
boldly, bUt she was a wench, and ChaUCGl'" has not chosen to 
portray cr1seyde as such up to now, nor does he afterwards. 
or ·oourse the passage c1 ted 1s Ustra:ungelylf19 spoken, trom the 
romantic vlewpolnt~d that is the viewpoint the narrator 
Chaucer adopts in this $eetion. But Oriseyde, at least in her 
relations to Diomede, chooses to be more practica.l than ro-
mantic, and one can hardly blame her after such a romantic 
debacle as she has just sidestepped •. 
Towards 'lTol1us Chaucer bas her as romantic as she 
can yet be. She is talse but regretful, adamant in her practi. 
cal course but penitent as a false lover. At any rate, what-
ever bel' sinoerity in this speech to Diomede, Oriseyde certain-
ly gives him an indioation that she would expeot any tuture 
dealings in the matter ot love to be on the same plane as 
those she must have bad with her husband. 
'!he same indication is given generally by Chauoer's 
rather pugnaCious statement that it took quite a while even 
J • 
19 v, 955, .387. 
...... 
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after those early advances betore Diomede won his prize. "FOr 
though tha. t he bigan to wowe hir sone; Er he hir wan, yet was 
thar more to done."2O "Pugnacious," 1. t may be sa.id, because 
Chaucer admits that there is no author Who tolls how long it 
was, yet makes the statement. It oertainly puts Crlseyde in 
a good light as tar as hex- moral charaoter is concerned. It 
.y be objected, "Sbe 1s exercising that oourtly relucto...1'lce 
asain." This does not sqttarerlLth the already mentioned con-
siderations concerning the openness ot the dealings and her 
manner ot' dealing with Diomede as contrasted to the relat1on& 
\'dth Trol1us. Diomede is a suitor. he courts her. Trol1us 
Vias a oourtly lover and made courtly love.. '1"he t1r$t means ot 
approach may be etymolOgically assooiated with the other, but 
it so the actual1 ty like the word 1s 0111y a vestIge. The 11lOd .. 
ern swain goes courting too, but he does not make courtly love. 
Criseyd$fs pity tor Troilus has alx-eady come under 
discussion. It is b1ghly romantic. ~Vi th Diomode the matt~r 
1s much more practical. 
• • • tho weep she many til tore, 
fihan that she sa-ugh. bis wyde woundes blade; 
And that she took to kepen him good hade'21 
And tor to helo him of his SOl"WCS smerte. 
it M' 
20 V, l09l.1092~ 391. 
2l v, 1046-1049, .390 • 
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It is on this note that Chaucer chooses to put in his word or 
condemnation: "'Men seyn, I not, that she ya£ him h:1r herte. "22 
The situation mitigates the condemnation, surely, at least on 
a realistic plane. or course Chaucer must apologize tor the 
orime against the 'talsed t Troilu.s, but he must have known sub-
oonsoiously at leut that the mental comparison of Tro1lus in 
his earlier moonstruok proximity to death--tbe oooasion for 
awakening Criseyde's pity in the first books--with Diomede 
here actually struck down, would have some appeal in tavor of 
Ddo.mede tor anyone not slavishly adhesive to the courtly code. 
It is as Ohesterton says ot the medieval :man: "lIe says that 
the lower thing 1s in evel'Y sense 'WorthYJ except that compared 
wi th the higher 1 t is worthless. tt23 Chaucer does not sal that 
the lower thing here 1s worthless, but he knows 1t. 
•• • 
His tavor toward or1seyde, and his tao! t permission 
for her to continue in her ways, since she has gone this tar, 
is given when he S8YS shortly atter this--throwing an appeasing 
bouquet to the courtly ladies s1multaneously .... uAnd if I might 
excuse hir any wyse, Pol' she so 801'Y was tor hir untroughe. 
Y.wis, I wolde excuse hir ret for rQuthe. ,,24 His excuse· tor 
22 V, 1050, 390. 
23 Chesterton, Chaucer. 256. 
24 v, 1098-1099, 392. 
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forgiving her is her sorrow tor breaking tho code. H1s for-
giveness itself is for her, the real her. 
Griseyde's first letter to Troilus, in Which she 
sWears her love for him, is drawn. in germ from Boocaocio. 25 
The second letter, in wb1chshe is eminently practical, break-
ing the news gently to Troilus, promising to be his friend, is 
Chaucer's addition. It is realistie, has a rational appeal. 26 
In all this section Griseyda Is nothing of the timid, 
trembling lady, protesting her fear, that she was in the earlier 
section. She is quite frank ri th Diomede about her liking it 
in !froy. she stands up for her fathel' and tor the Trojan gentry_ 
She 1s" courteous, like any lady. but not obsequious. She does 
not play with Diomede as she did with Pandarus about TroilusJ 
there 1s no c01 wondering as to just what he wants of her. "I 
sey not therefore that I .01 yow 101'8. Ne I sey not nay, bUt 
in concluslotm. I mene wel, by god that sit above ... 21 
In short, there 1s a difterent air about this ,mole 
second halt ot the poem, a realistic flavor that makes itself 
apparent in spite or Chaucer's own traditional treatm.ent. For 
Criseyde it means a gaining ot the perspective of ~ite, of the 
--
Jill 
2$ V, 1427-1431, 402. 
26 V. 1$90-1631, 408-409. 
27 V, 1002-1001,., 389. 
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m1ssing tendency in her oharacter that has been attended to 
previously in this paper. lifo one sees Crlseyde making the 
a.ctual deoision in favor of Diomede. but it can be believed 
that her decision piotures a full humanity. That is a degPee 
of the qual! ty ot which her deoisions in favor of Trol1us on 
th$ Smn4 subject We" not capable. 
Why Was Chaucer surprised at Criseyde's denial of 
any love besides that tor her husband? ~,jhy does he introduce 
even in this final section ma.n:y passages that are in the pure 
romantio vein, tor example the formal portrait, of Cr1seyde 
mentioned at the beginning of Chapter IV, cassandra's expli-
cation of Troilus' dream?28 Wh7 JrIWlt the neWt moral Criseyde 
be searched for, not simply found? The probable eXplanation 
is that Chaucer was a good enough oraftsman to keep his story 
in the .f."'rame that he had intended rOt~ it, the romantic one. 
Rts craftsmanship has previously been remarked on. As Speirs 
says, "The leisureliness ot Chaucer's ~oilus ~ crlse~~, 
ought not ••• to bl1nd us trom recognizing the oomplexity 
and. value ot the organism whioh 1s thus gradually bu11 t up. n29 
Not until th& aftair 1s allover will the author drop the ro-
mantiQ approaoh. 
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But the mere taot that he does allow indioations to 
apnear before that time shows once again that there were torces 
at work upon him that were not completely under bis technical 
control. Conscienoe has been mentioned as a posslbl11ty,30 
and Chauoer's real artistic genius. It would be exceedingly 
difficult to explain the noted Indie ations , or even to notice 
many of them, it 1 t were not tor the advertenoe made in Chapter 
V to the tlaw In Crlseyde t s oharacter. For the critio con-
sideringth.e work with Protessor Kittredge there are d1ttleul. 
ties. He spowts of Chaucer'. "dropping his maskfl in the last 
few stanzas.)l Had Chaucer intended the work as Kittredge 
would have it (sUCh a work, as has already been indicated. 
would be unbalanced to begin with) he should have allowed no 
indioation of his feelings to creep into the story betore the 
tinal seotion. As it is. bie sympathy is indulged at the ex-
pense of his lro~--hold1ng to the Professor's assumptions. It 
is no dropping of the mask, it is just a snipping or the last 
string by which the mask dangles. By' such treatment, Chaucer 
1s made a m.uch weaker craftsman than is indicated by Mr. Speirs. 
'l'he word "mask" 1s not aoceptable because it implies 
that Ohaucer bas intentionally hidden something .from the begin-
30 PP. 34., 3S and .;6. 
3l It1ttredge, Xb!:uoel~!!lS. lI1s Poe,tr,u l4.3; S!- p. 7S or this paper. 
r 
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ning. nowever. ohange the material half or the figure "dl'op-
ping the mask"--ehange the mask to any ordinary article at 
clothing assumed tor convenience or custom and from no sinister 
purpose.-and the formal half of the figure becomes at least 
partially agreeable. Chauoer, when the tinal scene is acted 
out. teels tree to stop being romantic, and free-impelled, 
too-to add a typically medieval, typically unartistic balance 
to his story. The tale has coma to be a poor romance because 
it is .!?22. tragio, and a poor tragedy because it is romantio. 
He will thorerore point out one way in which it is exalted-in 
its eternal implications, as a moral guide. He will doft his 
hea.vy colored ooat, romantic as it is, and point out how 1l"J1ooiii 
practical it 1s as an all-year..rotmd article ot apparel. It 
is rather pleasant to think that 0Jt1seyde too has put on more 
wearable garments. 
When one looks baok n t the ra."1:lbllng, delightfully 
disordered 'iivork that .. -daep1t& his poW'ere of organization ..... 
Chauoer was capable ot doing and did. at the patchworkaspeet 
of medieval 11te in general, taking in a little or everltbing 
and. a good d.eal of a. lot of things I not over rush1.ng to get 
them all In. nor ever oonsidering that they might be Immiscible ... 
When one looks at these, and then at that "moral mood of his 
--
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Chaucerts age and oreed lt32 that Ohesterton speaks at, wbioh 
oould reconoile Christianity and the oourtly code, then one 
comes to realize that Chauoer indeed does not need to be "dis-
oovered" by twentieth century or! tics as the modern medieval, 
bUt as the medieval one. Chesterton would 'e1uoidate' Ohauo6'c" 
just enough to permit him to appear medieval. ".33 "J,ppear rf be-
oause that 1s how he really ls--at least nine-tenths of him, 
as has been remark&d. l4 Pol" the reader of today, the final 
lines o£ this work have a faso1nating lesson about Chauoer as 
a medieval artist, as medieval and as artist. ~batever part. 
the mants consoienoe bad in the writing or these last stanzas, 
it is quite likely that his genius had as 1l1llch. To olose his 
work of ~1l'S! m<!. Cr1selde" Chaucer took from Dante lines 
that as olosely as any in any language and literature express 
tbe proper end of those human, moral aotions ot whioh this 
paper has spoken. 
Chauoer ot course, as Arnold said long ago, was not 
Dante. "The aocent ot suoh a verse as "In 1a sua volontade & 
..................... .. 
nostra :g,acn~u i8 altogether beyond Chaucerts reachJ we praise him 
but, we feel that this aooent is out ot the question tor 
t n 
32 Chesterton, ~~cer. 259. 
33 421<1. 
34 fP1d., 180, of? p. 78 of this paper. 
bimft.3S Yet, though Chaucer was not a Dante. or a Mil tOl:), hi. 
medieval birthr'lght, as this paper has in its later seot1ons 
tried to show, included a sensitivity to the mystical; and 
thOugh his natural genius tended to\vs.rd the tendered, less 
profound expression ot the truths of tlw universe with relation 
to man, he could appreoiate and tend at least in desire toward 
the more sublime expression. 
Chauoer :m.Q.1' have taken advantage ot tbe moralizing 
tendency of the age to cover over h1s romanticizing. Yet, 
when he chose those lines £rom. Dante ment1o~d above, mora than 
oonscienoe was urging him. He was a oomplete, int$11igent 
medieval man, and recognised ...... s man and artist"", .. the supreme 
eXpression ot the sUpreme truth and beauty of wba t the ph1loso 
phers had drily called "the ultimate end ot all things, and in 
a special way ot mant" 
( 1.1 
QUell 'uno I) due e tre eM sempre vive, 
E regns. sempre in tre e due a uno 
Non oirconstritto, e tutto clrcosorlve. .. .. 
Longfellow, one ot the first Americans to oapture a 
. t l J 
* 
. 35 Matthew Arnold, ftTbe study ot Foetry," ~neral 
Introduotion to 1ll~ En4tY:sh Poets. cd. T. H. Ward, 188~ Xii!v, 
quote! l'rom CaroIIii'e spur'ge'on; M ve Hundred Years or Chaucer 
Critioism an!! ~lusionl in three parts, wIth: appenOI'c8s In £H!r~ vo!um&, nao~' 918-1923, Part III, 126-127. 
36 Dante AUgb1er1, La Div1:na Commedia .. l?~diSO: 
canto xiv, 28-30, from ~. ;Q P1vinacommedIa en: .f ~erl~ 
col cOntento d1 G1ovannI-..rla (;ornol<R, i'{oma,· • 
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little ot the spirit ot the Middle Ages, or to be captured by it, 
puts this into modern English: 
And one and Two and T.hree who ever Uveth 
And reii,?;lleth ever in Three and Two and One, 
Not ciroUll1&loribed, and all things oiroumsoribing ..... 37 
But somehow it almost seems most perfect in a simpler 
language, one well suited to showing how 0108e the exalted 
things ot God. by the powel' of God, can come to the practicat. 
everyday things of man, how close in tact the question of 
savtng the soul oan and must oome to that ot the cond1act ot 
l1te& 
Thou oon. and two .. and three, eterne on-lyve 
That regnest 8.y in three and two and oon, 
'Unciroumser1pt, aM a1 mayst ciroumsoryve. 
Us .from visible and invisible roon 
De.fendeJ and to thy meroy" everiehoon, 
So make us. IesU8, tor thy grace d1gne I 
For love of mayd. and model" thyn benigne I A:n1en. 
§!t e!R11e1 t 1-"»~£F ~o~Ai It pr1SG;Zdi,.38 
1 • 
37 Dante Aligb1eri, The Divine oOm$d~Earad1So, 
ibid... ~I D1f1n! Oomedz ot Danti:'"i1~:iilen.j tr. nry Wadi. 
_Oral LOngfei ow, ~s~on.~~. 
38 v, 1863-1870, 11-16-417. 
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CHAPTER VII 
COHCLUSIOH 
'~hen Chaucer produced the work ot art that is Tpo1-,-
1'W! ~ criseld!'. he, like any artist, wished to please. He 
had to please like any artist, by a mimetio prooess that has 
been brietly outlined ear11er in thin paper1 and shown to be 
quite 111 oonformity with the Thomistic outlines ot metaphysios 
and mol"allt:l. In h1s im1tation of orlseyde, Chaucer chose a 
subjeot capable ot possessing acoidental beauty to a high de-
gree; he chose a hu.man ·oe1ng. He oreated this being, 1n a 
sense, tor the actions he plaoed in the substance ot Criseyde 
were actions that he alone selected and placed ··there •. 
It, as the fifth ohapter ot·this paper bas attempted 
to show, there is a doubly poor imitation ot the ldnd ot 
action Chauoer chose to portray,2 the whole ot this poem must 
sutter adverse oriticism. And, as noted again,) the tault 1s 
1 pp. 14 and 18. 
2 pp. 73-74. 
3 pp. 77-19. 
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more regrEJttable artistically ....... w1th reference to the poem. as 
a whole--because it 1s pointed up by way of contrasts \dth the 
other excellencies of the portrayal of Criseyde. 
There is a saying ot st. Dionys1us quite popular in 
philosophy, uBonwn eft inteQ;e. <ra.us., malum e;x. guoUbet E:!.-
reotu.4 It seems that this may well be applied in or1 tlciam. 
and most happily applied here. 1'he whole poem may not be 
called perfect because or the error in a part; but" many ot the 
parts oonsidered as wholes in themselves are excellent. SO, 
if one aspect ot the moral act 1s faithfully portrayed by 
Chaucer _ there may be some good in the portra.yal ot that aot. 
H1s representation ot the oonsummation of "the amour may be 
• 
quite t1na as a representation of external act, may even be 
artistically fine as a representation ot the subjective aspect 
of' the internal, voluntary act. 
The-introduction into this 6riti~al summary or the 
oonolusions reached in Chapter VI is Ii pleasant task. 1"tl.&re. 
in the seoond halt ot Chaucer's work. and espeoially in the 
ending, 1s an indication at moral exoellence in his imitatIon,S 
which excellence, thOU{";h not sO treated as to nullify the ef-
I _ 4l1li 
14- Of. "Les Noms D1vlns, ft IV, 29; Oeuvres Completes 
du fSeu.do-~ L,,'AreoEas.!te, trans, Maurice ne aan(ffltac. .. 
rar Sit 194'!JTZ3. ' 
> 9b pp. 87" 93--94 of this paper. 
r 
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feet of the earlier mdsrepresentation,6 is still an excellence. 
It 1s, like the many delightful sections thl"oughout the poem, 
truly pleasing" truly" beaut1!Ul. Finally. it is beaut1ful in 
a very eleva.ted sense, since the form chosen for representation 
is of such an elevated nature in itself.7 It is the moral act 
ot a mJman being • 
• 
6 gj. p. 94 ot this paper. 
7 tt. pp. 11-12, 
r 
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